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, Manager's Column 

Literature Agent Bert Deck 
of Los Angeles reports "won
derful success" with Fourth 
International on the campus. 
"So far Ruth has sold 17 
copies of the August issue and 
six pamphlets, had numerous 
discussions with the students, 
eight of whom asked to be put 
bn· our mailing list; Seven at
tend~d our Leon Trotsky me
morial meeting. I have been 
accompanying Ruth on these 
sales and have been carrying 
on discussions with students 
after Ruth has aroused their 
curiosity by approaching them 
with the Fr. We found that 
the first time out took up so 
much of her time in discussion 
that she wasn't able to sell ., 
very rapidly. Now we take 
along a selection of pamphlets 
which pretty well cover the 
scope of the discussions and 
sell them a pam phlet instead 
of taking up too much time 
with each individual. We are 
convinced that steady work 
on the campuses will payoff 
as well as our sales of The 
l\llUtant have done. Fourth 
International has proved to 
be the perfect key, to unlock 
the collegiate door." 

* 
After this encouraging ex

perience with the August is
sue, the Los Angeles comrades'· 
increased' their bundle order. 
Even with the iarger bundle 
the September issue "went 
very well," Bert Deck wrote 
us. "The West Side Branch is 
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dice that surround most cam
puses. 

... * ... 

A student in British Col
umbia, J. L., sent us the fol
lowing interesting letter on 
renewing his subscription: "I 
find your journal of consider
able value in my. university 
studies. Your viewpoint is ex

tate the study of g~nuine 

Marxism on the campus? 
Send us your opinion. 

* * * 

of the August issue and men
tioned that at one newsstand 
"it sold out rapidly." 

* * * 
James W. Connery of Ke

wanee, Ill., thought the last 

issue "was great ... gave it 

to a fellow to read and expect 

to have several read it. Every 

article was fine, the best 

ever." 

* * ... 
Win if red N., Literature 

Agent for St. Paul confesses 
that occasionally she doesn't 
"get around to reading the 
FI" but "this time I made" an 
extra special effort" and read 
the one on "The American 
Empire." Here is her conclu
sion: 

*- * * 
"A wonderful is'sue! It's a 

, must for every radical in the 
United States and more than 
that, it should be ~eall by 
every worl(er. Some praetl<'al 
applications: A (~omrade t.old 
me that he used it. in his shop. 
The workers were very much 
impressed' wit.h \\'right',g art
icle bringing America's 60 
Families up to date. They ap
preciate statistics. like this 
because so much false propa
ganda is put ol111 that many 
workers in America are stock
holders. Wright's article shows 
definitely how few people ac
tually do control the. wealth
a handful of rich capitaUsts. 
This friend also said t.hat he 
hoped the August FI had a 

The August issue, devoted 
to a study of "The American 
Empire," made quite a splash, 
to judge from the orders for 
extra copies still coming in. 
Grace ,Carlson oni ordering 

ceedingly clear and extremely more for Minneapolis wrote large international circulation, 
timely in view of the tremen- us: "We sold out completely. because its material should be 
dous amount of 'rightist' prop- As a. matter of fact a number of much concern to worh:ers 

orgamzmg more intensive aganda in circulation. How- of us brought our own copie,:.; the world over." 
work on the campuses for the ever, I point out one major in to the headquarters of the * * * 
coming period." fault 'which is quite apparent Socialist Workers Party and Winifred also liked the way 

to the student. Your articles * * * these were also sold. It ap- the issue started "with a bang 
This practical cxperienc~ is arc quite authoritative from pears now that it is absolul,ely -Wright's article on 'The 

d 'II t t' f th your writers' point of view essential for us to have some R· . or h' d th a goo 1. us ra Ion 0 e pos- but the same articles lack elgmn Igarc y- -an en, 
sibilities that exist for ex- on hand, however, because just when you thought you'd 

doc.umentation. Of course I panded circ~lation of Amer- "'arious readers ha,-e become read about the best article 
do not wish to burden the ica's only genuine Marxist so enthusiastic about the possible, you went to another 
reader with too much docu-monthly on the campuses. Amel:'ican Empire issue that and another equally as good, 

With the deepenin'g of the mentation but a few good foot they "'ant to buy extra copies but extensions of the first 
notes would be helpful in con-social crisis, interest in Marx- for thei.r friends. One, who one. Not only who controls 

ism is bound to rise among tinuing with some line of was out of town all summer, American imperialist policy, 
thought." students as well, as workers. just, flnhthed reading this Is- but its world role of counter-

That me~ns a bright future * .. II< sue theotber day and came revolution, its price on the 
for }'ourth International pro- What do other readers think in for two extra copies." heads of the people and so on. 
vided its friends and sup- of this? Would references to :jc * * Another comrade told me, 
porters help it penetrate the further suggested reading Among others, D. C. of ~t. 'This is the kind of FI we 
barriers of bigotry and preju- prove helpful? Would it facili- Louis sent for more copies want and really need: " 
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The Tito-Stalin Conflict 
Statement of National Committee of Socialist Workers Party 

I. THE CRISIS IN EASTERN EUROPE 

The Kremlin's attack on Yugoslavia highlights the 
crisis in Eastern Europe. A temporary source of strength, 
expansion of Stalinist power into this area is generating 
the most acute contradictions which may in the end prove 
fatal for its entire system. The Russian bureaucracy has 
been no more successC:ul in stabilizing Eastern Europe and 
in solving its manifold national and economic problems 
than were the' imperialists \vho exploited and subjugated 
these countries before the war. 

There is no other solution for Eastern Europe than 
economic un'ity and political federation under a socialist 
system. The elimination of the imperia'list yoke over this 
area in the aftermath of the Second World War could 
have been the first step in that direction. But that solu
tion, blocked in the past by imperialism, is now thwarted 
by a new master, the R~ssian bureaucracy. Its present 
conflict with Yugoslavia demonstrates that like capital
ism, but for different reasons, it is incapable of unifying 
these natiolls. The Kremlin employed its political and 
military strength to crush, the independent working-class 
tendencies which were striving toward socialist unification. 
The Kremlin' sought to convert Eastern Europe into a 
military outpost, a pawn in its diplomatic maneuvers with 
Western imperialism and a source of economic plunder and 
tribute. 

Under Stalinist hegelJ10ny the chronic crisis of th~ 
Balkans remains although its character has been altered. 
Their economies groan under a heavy Russian mortgage, 
which arrests and distorts their progressive tendencies. 
Nationalization of industry has only aggravated the con
flict between the development of the productive forces, 
and the outlived national boundaries. 

The· irrepressible conflict in the Balkans now takes 
on a dual character. The capitalist elements, under the 
cover of the Catholic Church, maintain a constant pres
sure, both economic and political, to break out of the 
Russian orbit, retu'rn to capitalist rule and to pre-war 
relationships with Western capitalism. The socialist ele
ments, seeking to complete their aborted revolutions, are 
thrown into conflict with the Russian overlords who block 
the road to progress. At the bottom of the anti-Kremlin 
movemetit is resistance to the nationalist policy of StaJ
inism which seeks to exploit and pillage the countries under 
its domination for the benefit of the Russian bureaucracy. 

The socialist elements are the greater immediate danger 
to the Russian bureaucracy. While Stalinism could con
ceivably survive as it did before the war without control 
over Eastern Europe, the existence of independent socialist 
states united in a Balkan federation-and the Kremlin has 
blocked all moves toward that end-would be a mortal 
threat to its influence on a 'world scale and would under
mine its totalitarian rule in the Soviet Union. 

Therein lies the explanation for the Kremlin's fury 
against Yugoslavia and its murderous assault against the 
Tito regime. After one year of unceasing political pres
sure and economic sanctions, it became obvious even to 
the Kremlin that such means were inadequate in breaking 
Yugoslavia's resistance. Far from undermining the Tito 
r~gime or forcing its capitulation, the Kremlin had failed 
to create any important rift in its leading cadre or to 
weaken its su pport among the masses. 

If anything, it was Yugoslavia which had become the 
pole of attraction for opposition to H llssian totalitarian 
rule in Eastern Europe. "Titoism"---or resistance to Krem
lin domination-began to win adherents i!l one COllntry 
after another in Stalin's buffer zone and led to a purge 
of top Stalinist leaders, among them Gomulka in Poland, 
Kostov in Bulgaria, Rajk ill II ungary, Xoxi in Albania 
and others. Although up to \lOW, the Stalinist purges have 
been successful in decapitating this opposition, the very 
survival of Yugoslavia outside the imperialist orbit and 
resisting Stalin's domination remains an ever-present source 
of new resistance to the rule of the Kremlin. 

The Kremlin can no longer postpone a decisive settle
ment. Like the Moscow Trials in the Thirties the present 
frame-up of Rajk and other "Titoists" in Budapest is 
designed to draw a line of blood between Stalin and his 
new opposition. It is the justification for assassination, 
guerrilla warfare and overt military aggression by GPU 
detachments of the Soviet army against the Tito regime,. 
The reign of terror is also aimed at intimidating and 
crushing all support for Tito in other satellite countries, 
thus preparing them as' bases for the offensive against 
Yugoslavia. 

II.. EVOLUTION OF THE SPLIT 

Stalinist in origin and ideology, the Tito leadership 
has nevertheless been compelled by the logic of the strug
gle to question some of the fundamental premises on 
which Stalinism rests. That in itself. is anathema to 
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Stalin and would have been suffi~ient reason for him to 
sign Tito's death warrant. But regardless of consequences, 
the Yugoslav leadership had no ,~Iternative hut to enter the 
ideological struggle. They had no other recourse thflll to 
conduct the struggle openly in order to justify their 
policy before the Yugoslav masses, to retain and consoli
date popular support and to influence world public opinion. 
In this there is dramatic confirmation of the Trotskyist 
prognosis that the pressure of class forces, "muld produce 
a crisis in the ranks of the bureaucracy itself which would 
c(Jmpel one or both sides to appeal to the masses to settle 
the conflict and would thereby hasten the process of disin-
tegration of the bureaucracy as a whole. ' 

At the outset of the conflict with the Cominform, the 
Tito leadership made every effort to keep the struggle 
\vithin bureaucratic limits. Their criticism, purely defensive 
hi character, was directed solely at the Cominform. They 
were' motivated hotp by respect for Stalin's Bonapartist 
position. in the Russian sphere of influence and by the 
hope that in that capacity he \vould mediate the dispute. 
Stalin was depicted as being above the battle if not on 
Yugosl~lvia's side and he was quoted like the scriptures 
against the Cominform. 

But it soon became apparent that the Russian Bona
parte, far from being above the battle, was actually lead
ing the assault against Yugoslavia, Compromise on any 
other basis than completecapituJation, to be followed 
by a bloody purge of the Tito leadership and the Yugo
slav CP and GPU domination of the country, was ruled 
out. Tito's re(.luests 'for discussion were answered by an 
economic blockade, his requests for negotiations by in
trigl1es, plots. and then incitement t~ ~ssassination. 'I:he 
Tito leadershIp could no longer retram from revealIng 
the fountainhead of the attack on Yugoslavia. The sig
nificance of this development cannot be overestimated. It 
marks the first time since Stalin usurped power more than 
t\venty-five years ago that an official Communist party 
has openly trained its fire at the Kremlin. 

Step by step, forced by the exigencies of the'struggle, 
the issues' raised by the Tito leadership have become more 
fundamental in character and its criticisms more search
ing. Let: us enumerate a number of the more prominent 
ones: 

Exposure of Krelnlin's Extortions 
I. A damning exposure has been made of the eco

nomic metho~is of the Kremlin in Eastern Europe. Irre
futable facts have been ·published about the discrimina
tory trade practices of the Russian bureaucracy: the pur
chase of ra\v materials helow the cost of production or at 
best below world market prices; the failure to deliver Soviet 
merchandise either on time or at. all; the refusal to invest 
capital' in mixed companies while drct'ining them for more 
than their share. All these have been properly stigmatized 
a!'~ methods practised by capitalist powers toward weaker 

. nations and colonial countries. These. charges constitute 
an implicit condcmri.ition of the Russian bure,iucracy for 
placing its own, caste interests and privileges over those 
of the m,lsses of Eastern Europe and the world. 

Inter.Party Regime 

2. A condemnation of the blind and unquestioning 
::,ubordination of the Communist parties of the world to 
the dictates of the Kremlin. Therewith is called into ques
tion the system which has made possible the fantastic 
zigzags in Stalinist policy and the constant purges in the 

'party leaderships without consultation or consent of the 
party membership. 

Condemning the syste!TI based on "giving and obeying 
orders" Moshe Pyade, theoretician of the Yugoslav CP, 
declared in a speech on the thirtieth anniversary of the 
party, that it arises from "men over tbere who fancy tbat 
tbey are called upon to direct and regulate the activities 
ll1zd dev'elcpment of all other Communist parties (which) 
must accept tbis', dictation witbout discussion or demur . ... 
/ Ii tbis revision of internationalism, wbich is preached to 
us by means 0/ unconscionable pressure and unfriendly 
actions, tbere is bidden a doctrine tbat no other Com
munist party may imagine itself to bave equal rights witb 
tbe Bolshevik Party-that 110 other socialist country may 
imagine itself entitled. to equal rigbts witb the Soviet 
U11ion,-tbat 110 other Communist leadership anywhere in 
1 be world may rise a degree higher ,than is permitted to it. 
This is 110 longer a leadership by right of primogeniture, 
it has been transformed into a natural rigEt O'r law 0/ 
nature." 

Here again for the first time since the expUlsion of the 
Trotskyists an official Communist party has raised the 
question of democracy within the international workers 
movement. "We belie'l,.·e in open discussion," says Pyade, 
"We come out boldly and openly befO're our working masses 
and tbe worker:s 01 tbe 'u.:hole world, with our criticisms 
and our justified accusations. W' e are conscious 0/ thus 
fulfilling our duty to tbe interl?ational 7JJGrkers' movement 
of v.;bicb we are an inseparable part and' withou.t whicb 
/lcitber we nor our 'critics' are anything." 

It will be noted that the criticism here is directed 
entirely at the lack of democracy between parties and not 
its lack 71:ithin the parties. The question of the internal 
rtgimc is the most explosive of all questions in the Stal
inist world. An examination of this problem would involve 
an exposure of the methods of the bureaucracy not on]'! 
in the Soviet Union and the Cominform countries but in 
Yugoslavia as well. 

Subordination of World Revolution 
3. The Titoists have denounced Stalinism for subor

dinating the interests of the world revolution to the self
ish national interests of the Soviet state. These are the 
words of Milovan Djilas, Secretary of the Political Bureau 
of the Yugoslav Communist Party, who, it will be noted, 
still identifies the Russian bureaucracy with the Soviet 
Union. 

They were repeated in a different variation by Tito a 
short time later who declared to a delegation o,f miners 
that: .. They (tbe Stalinists) make a mistake i~J p.tf-tting 
fO'rtb tbe idea of tbe exclusive revolutionary role of tbe 
Red Army wbich, in tact, means the 'demobili:{ation of 
the revolutionary forces latent in every people and in every 
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working class." -I t is clear that not all the i's are dotted 
or the t's crossed in the examination of this question which 
is restricted to the war and its aftermath. But enough is 
said to create a deep interest among revolutionary militants 
in a fundamental discLission and rc-evaluat,ion of the 
betrayals of Stalinism all over the world in the last quarter 
of a century . 

.. L Finally, it should be observed that the Yugoslavs 
have been obliged to expose the Stalinist slander cam
paigns, their suppression of criticism, their amalgams and 
frameups. Coming from a government which only yes
terday was hailed as the foremost of the "people's democ
r41cies" this exposure is a devastating blow to the prestige 
and power of Stalinism on a \vorId scale. 

Basic Errors Renlaill 
I t is not our intention to exaggerate the meaning of 

these criticisms or to create the illusion that the Tito 
grQup have become revolutionary Marxists or Trotsky
i~ts. Thus far they have taken only partial steps in the 
exposure and analysis of; Stalinism, proceeding in a piece
meal, empirical fashion and on the basis of their own recent 
experiences. They either do not yet und~rstand or th.ey 
are concealing the fact that Stalinism has its material roots 
in the privileged bureaucratic caste in the Soviet Union 
which plays a counter-revolutionary role in the Soviet 
Union and on the world arena. They dq not understand or 
are concealing the truth that the ideological basis for Stal
inist revisiOil of Marxism and for its counter-revo,lutionary 
policies throughout the \vorId is the theory of "Socialism 
iii one country." I n fact, the Yugoslav leaders, still distort
ing Lenin's conceptions and still opposing Trotsky, continue 
to adhere to the same theory. \Vhat they object to is the 
sequel to the theory that "Socialism in one country" ap
plies to no other country th~l.Il the Soviet Union, not even .to 
Yugoslavia. 

Similarly on the question of party democracy, the Yugo
s!<tvs continue to stand on the Stalinist conception of the 
"monolithic" party where unanimity of thought is the 
object of party discipline and all factions are prohibited. 
From 'the information available it also appears that these 
Stalinist conceptions also govern the internal life of the 
Yugoslav CP as well as the organs of government. Tito 
lays down " ... the rule that almost every factionalist 
is not far from being a provocateur or similar enemy. of 
the working class." 

But only the most mechanical thinking could conceive 
this adherence to a body of Stalinist doctrine and practice 
as a fixed and unchanging condition. \Vhat is deci'sive for 
Marxists are not the shortcomings, the mistakes and the 
revisionist concepts but the social forces which impel the 
development of ideological criticism by a Stalinist leader
ship against the Kremlin. 

III. REVOLUTIONARY ORIGINS 
OF CONFLICT 

The underlying reason for the leftward development of 
the anti-Kremlin movement in Yugoslavia must be sought 
in the tevolutionary origins of the present regime. This 

alone explains the mortal hostility of Stalinism, an es
sentially reactionary and counter-revolutionary force, to 
Yugoslavia. 

Yugoslavia was one of the few cou-ntries in Europe where 
the opposition to the Nazi occupation took the form of a 
genuine mass ,movement of resistance encompassing the 
majority of the population. The war against Germany and 
Italy was quickly transformed into a civil war since most 
of the former capitalist and landowning rulers had become 
collaborators and quislings for the occupation forces. The 
partisan movement became a rallying center for all the 
oppressed, for the many national minorities who had been 
persecuted by the ruling Serbian bourgeoisie, for the land
Itss peasants and agricultural laborers, for the workers 
\','hose organizations and unions had been subjected to 
murderous repression by f ascist~like monarchist regimes. 

The armed struggle assumed vast proportions. The en
tire country was a battleground between the partisan forces 
and the foreign fascist armies. Unlike anywhere else in 
Europe, the partisans were a well-organized army num
bering some 300,000 men. Despite eight full-scale of
fensives, a huge Nazi military force was never able to 
;pacify the country or 'defeat the partis~lI1s. Under the 
exigencies of the struggle, the Tito leadership was led to 
adopt proletarian and revolutionary forms in its military 
organization and strategy. From '-this development-there 
arose the first frictions with the Kremlin. Moshe Pyade 
writes: 

ProletariallBrigades 
"A nd an early date tbe CP}, (Communist Party 0/ 

Yugoslavia) also understood tbe necessity 0/ creating a 
sound basis for a new people's army and guaranteeing 
its revolutionary cbaracter by tbe formation of proletarian 
partisan units. Tbis also was not done in otber occupied 
countries. -Quite to tbe contrary, we were criticized at tbe 
time of tbe organization oj "tbe Pirst Proletarian Brigade 
because it was feared we wou1d narrow tbe base of our 
struggle. Quite to tHe contrary, tbe experiencel sbowed tbat 
tbe proletarian units enjoyed vast popu.larity, and con
tributed exceptionally toward tbe i1lclusion of tb~ broad 
masses il1j tbe armed struggle." 

\Vith regard to military strategy he says: 
"We considered it important to draw tbe workers from. 

tbe towns and settlements into pa.rtisan units and tbe 
army; we maintained tbat c,ities and to'U)1lS bad to' be taken 
and popular power establisbed in l~rgea.reas . .. . In contrast 
witb tbis strategy, certain Communist Parties in other 
countries . . " theorized tba~ tbe struggle should be carried 

-on only by, small partisan units, wbicb sbould not be com
bined into Zarger forces and in-to an actual army; tbat 
towns sbould not be liberated and tbe workers sbould not 
be 'drm.f..nz into tbe armed forces but sbould remain in 
the towns in order to be in a position to take po7.ver . ... 
THe peoples of these countries ... paid dearly for tbese 
errors." 

New State Organs .Created 
During the course of the struggle large areas were freed 
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from fascist domination by the victories of the partisan 
army. Although the Stalinist leadership in Yugoslavia 
uS elsewhere had hoped to postpone the question of political 
power, until the end of the war, they were obliged by the 
very force of circumstances to destroy the old bourgeois 
state apparatus and set up new organs of government. 
This revolutionary transformation had a decisive influence 
on the outcome of the war and in molding the nature of 
the new regime. "Prom tbe begi'nlli'1lg," Pyade taunts the 
Kremlin, "tbe CP of Yugoslavia saw clearly tb4t to assure 
tbe final success of the people's struggle, it was ess~~tial 
to s batter the old state apparatus and build in its stead 
tbe organs 0/ a new popular autbority. No other Com
munist party in the occupied countries of Europe had tbe 
strength to 'do that." 

Even if we discount Pyade~s boasts that th~ CP planned 
it that way "from the beginning" the fact remains that 
no other country in Eastern Europe experienced a similar 
development. Everywhere else Stalinist power was estab
lished by the bayonets of the Soviet army. The basic 
method followed in those countries was to graft a new 
regime (Kremlin-dominated) on' the old state apparatus 
and to establish thenew power by a series of purges against 
the capitalist personnel in the army, the police, the courts 
and other government institutions. l)e recurrent crises in 
these countries are a result of the crushing o( the living 
forces of the socialist revolution and the imposition of 
bureaucratic manipulation. Only in Yugoslavia did a stable 
state power, excluding the old ruling classes, exist at the 
end of the war. The deal with the royalist government-in
exile proved to be only a passing interlude. 

The revolutionary forces set into motion in Yugoslavia 
have had a profound influence on the'development of the 
country. I n contrast to the sullen resistance to uplarning" 
which permeates the other Eastern European countries, 
there is a tremendous enthusiasm for industrialization 
among the masses in Yugos'lavia. 

Attracted by this deeply revolutionary spirit, thousands 
of young workers and students from all over the world 
have flocked to Yugoslavia to join the youth of that coun
try in voluntary construction brigades to build highways, 
railroads and other public works. In the face of th'is sen
timent the Tito leadership could not have surrendered to 
Stalin's attempts to maintain Yugoslavia as a backward 
raw-material producing nation without arousing a mass 
movement of opposition. Having participated in an in
surrection against the foreign invaders and their capitalist 
quislings, an: insurrection which cost almost a half million 
lives, the masses were, determined to use their creative 
energies to build a better world and not to become serfs 
for the Russian bureaucracy. ' 

Questioh of Worker8 Democracy 

Yet the revolutionary origins of the present regime in 
Yugoslavia offer a strange contrast to its bureaucratic and 
monolithic form of rule. What is the reason for this con
tradictory development? At first glance it would appear 
that the v~ movement of the masses set in motion during 
the war shoold have produced a flowering of workers' 

democracy. But just the contrary occurred. The regime 
is dominated by a monolithic Stalinist party which imitates 
the Russian leader cult, boasts of its ruthless suppression 
of factions and prohibits all vital criticism and opposi
tion to its basic policies. 

This development has its toots in the history of the 
Communist Party of Yugoslavia. Beginning as a mass 
party after the October Revolution, it was stultified by the 
imp,ositionof false policies and bureaucratic methods from 
the Stalinized Comintern. In 1937, on orders from the 
Kremlin, the entire central committee of the party with 
the exception of Tito was purged. The new leadership was 
trained in Moscow or in the GPU school in Spain. Taking 
advantage of the conditions of illegality and official re
pression, it consolidated its bureaucratic grip on the or
ganization by the suppression of all other tendencies and 
by framing up and expelling its opponents and critics. 

I twas' this Stalini7.ed party which succeeded in gain
ing the leadership of the partisan insurrection. Despite the. 
participation of masses of workers in revolutionary action, 
bureaucratic methods were favored by the conditions of 
foreign occupation and civil' war which prevailed in the 
country. Military discipline and rule-by-command became 
the accepted mode of procedure and were utilized by the 
Stalinist leadership to stifle any tendency for greater 
democracy in the ranks of the p.arty and the mass move
ment. It appears from a study of the events that ,while 
certain latitude was granted to bourgeois groups and par
ties, indepe~dent revolutionary expressions from the ,left 
were mercilesslY crushed. 

The development of the class struggle iri Yugoslavia in 
it~, conflict with Stalinism wiJI determine whether the' con
ditions now'germinating for an extension of internal democ
r~cy will reach maturity. It is certain that the totalitarian 
mtlthods of the Kremlin, its assassination p:ots and 1.m
restrained slander campaign inhibit this process and pro
vide arguments for the Tito leadership to maintain its 
bureaucratic practices and monolithic regime. 

Property Forms in Yu~oslavia 
Of all the countries in Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia has 

gone the furthest in the destruction of capitalism. By June 
1948 ~irtually ~ll industry over the artisan level and all 
wholesale trade was nationalized; except for small estab
lishments the industrial bourgeoisie has beeh almost com
pletely eliminated. Its five-year plan for the: industrializa
tion of th~ country is the most ambitious of all the plans 

. in Eastern Europe. To be sure, there are still important 
capitalist elements in the economy. In agriculture the 
predominant form remains the small peasant holding which 
perpetuates and gerIllinates capitalist forces on the coun
tryside, particularly in the absence of nationalization of 
the land. In industry, the remaining strength of the capital
ist elements is indicated by the fact that in 1948 their 
'share in the national income was' estimated at 11.22cro 
compared to 25.07cro for the workers. 

We have already pointed out the revolutionary trans
formation of the organs of power in Yugoslavia in contrast 
to the' method of grafting" new regimes on the old state 
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apparat.us in the other satellite countries. This change had 
its parallel in the Tito regime's efforts to resolve the 
~lational question by placing the many nationalities in 
the ,country on an equal footing for the first time., Every
where else in Eastern Europe the national question was 
"solved" by the forcible expulsion of national minorities 
from the country or by subjugation. 

This description of the transformations which have oc
curred in Yugoslavia is intended to 'demonstrate the main
springs of the struggle against the Kremlin. I t should serve 
as supplementary material for a precise definition of the 
class character of the regime~. in Eastern Europe which is 
now being discussed in the Socialist Workers Party and 
other Trotskyist organizations throughout the world. 

IV. REGIME IN EVOLUTION 
The class 'evolution of Yugoslavia is unfolding under 

conditions of mortal struggle against Stalin 011 the one 
sid~ and imperialist pressure on the dther. This is a con
tributing factor in the Bonapartist character of the Tito 
regime. The form however is at best transitory because the 
acuteness of the struggle is ~ertain to produce even more 
sweeping changes than have occurred in the past. Recon
ciliation with imperialism would bring the regime into 
conflict with the' revolutionary sentiments of the masses 
and isolate it from the world working class. 

Conversely, to the extent that the Tito regime resists the 
absorption of Yugoslavia by imperialism, it will be com
pelled to rely more and more upon the working class and 
the revolutionary elements in the population at home and 
internationally. This can gi,ve a'tremendous impUlsion to 
the leftward and revolutionary development of the country 
~nd to its relations with the' workers' movement in the 
rest of the world. In the last analysis the fate 'of Yugo
slavia will be decided on the international arena and not 
within the narrow confines of that small country. 

Yugo£lavia is threatened not only by Stalinism b~t also 
by world imperialism which will seek to invade it in the 
event of war and use it as a base of military operations 
against the Soviet' Union l I t was to be expected that the 
imperialists would attempt to exploit the Tito-Stalin con
flict for their advantage. They have granted limited 
loans to Yugoslavia with the aim of wooing it into their 
orbit. It should be noted' however that these loans were 
\vithheld for an entire year in the qope that Yugoslavia 
would be so weakened that' it would pay any price for 
economic assistance. But regardless of the long-range 
plans and hopes of the imperialists, Stalin's attack on the 
national, independence of Yugoslavia has already become 
an important propaganda weapon for the imperialists in 
their "cold war" with the Kremlin. ' 

The case of Yugoslavia is not the first or the only time 
that the crimes of the Kremlin have been utilized ,by the 
imperialists. The Trotskyists pointed, out long ago 'that 
the Stalin regime is the worst internal enemy of the Soviet 
Union. 80th the defense of the Soviet Uriion and the 
world revolution depend above all On the ,overthrow of the 
Kr,emlin despotism and the elimination of Stalinist influ
ence in the world labor movement ,Revolutionists cannot 

be deterred in their struggle against Stalinism for fear that, 
the imperialists may temporarily profit from that struggle. 

Above all imperialism owes its continued existence 
to the betrayals of Stalinism. And if on the other hand, 
Stalin continues to maintain the allegiance and support 
of many revolutionary workers it is only because they see 
no alternative between Stalinism and capitalism. Unable 
to dominate Yugoslavia, Stalin is deliberately trying to 
force it 'into the orbit of world imperialism to avert the 
danger of its developing into such a revolutionary alter
native. 

V. CRISIS OF STALINISM 
The Stalin-Tito conflict is the clearest expressIOll of 

the world crisis of Stalinism. Stalin's most pliant and de
voted agents are being forced into a struggle with the 
Kremlin in order to preserve their influence and leader
ship over the masses. Support of the Kremlin's tyrannical 
rule and plundering methods alienates them from the peo
ple and makes them abject tools of a foreign bureaucracy, 
subject to removal overnight on orders from Moscow. The 
break in Yugoslavia is paralleled' in other Eastern Euro
pean countries by the purges of Stalinist le~ders who par .. 
ticipated in the workers' struggles during the war, thus 
building an independent base of their own among the 
workers~ 

I t is understandable that this break with Stalinism 
takes place at first on a primitive and limited basi~, lack
ing in ideological clarity, programmatic, firmness arid still 
adhering to many Stalinist conceptions. The Yugoslav 
struggle' has given rise t9 a new form of centrism, a ten
dency between Stalinist reformism and revoluti<ma.ry Marx
ism~ This development is unavoidable in p~riods of great 
social convulsions. 'Engepdered by the crisis of leadership 
in the workers' movement, ceI)trist formations-oscillating 
between social-democratic reformism and revqlutionary 
l\1arxism-made their appearance in the past after World 
\Var I and later after, Hitler came to power. 

The specific character of the new centrism represented 
by the Titoists is determined by the totalitarian regime 
of Stalinism from whi~h it originates. Given the total lack 
cf democratic discussion and the free expression of i4eas, 
opposition in the Stalinist camp tends' to develop mainly 
on . the level of intrigu6~' differen<;es in organizational 
methods and on secondary political questions. I n most cases 
the struggle of tendencies is aborted by the system. of 
purges. Those who succeed in making the break have 
yet to overcome the terrible miseducatiorl to which they 
were subjected in th¢ Stalinist parties. 

The numerical weakness of the Trotskyist world move
ment, which limits its influence as a pole of attraction" 
accounts in part for the distorted forms of development ,of 
the new centrist tendencies in the Communist parties, and 
the continued. prevalence of, Stalinist ideas among these 
dissident groupings. On the other hand the strength Qf .the 
Trotskyist movement lies in a program which, forged in 
more than a quarter century of struggle and correspoQding 
to the objective needs, of the day, cannot be .ignored even 
by those in state power like the Titoists in Yugoslavia. To 
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the extent that they are forced to resort to revolutionary 
arguments in the struggle against Stalinism they must 
borrow more and more from the ideological arsenal of 
Trotskyism. 

VI. OUR POSITION 
Revolutionary militants cannot remain neutral in the 

struggle between Tito and Stalin and wait until the op
position movement has developed ideological clarity on 
all the important questions. We are on Yugoslavia's side 
against the Kremlin. We participate in the fight as sup
porters of a basically progressive struggle while criticizing 
everything that is false and inadequate in Tito's policies 
and program. By our support we help to widen the breach 
in the hermetically sealed Stalinist world through which 
revolutionary ideas can penetrate. By our criticism we help 
deepen the struggle, projecting into it our fundamental 
analysis of Stalinism and our patient explanations of the 
need for a return to Leninism. 

Should we withhold this support for fear that Yugo
slavia n~ight be absorbed in the imperialist camp in the 
,,:ar agamst the Soviet Union? Such an abstentionist posi
tIOn could only play int~ the hands of the Kremlin. A 
Marxist a.!lalysis of the living forces involved demonstrates' 
that this question is still far from settled and will be decided 
only in struggle. The fate of Yugoslavia as well as Stal
i~ism may well be decided by the revolutionary interven
tIOn of the masses before the outbreak of World War II I. 
In . any case, it is the ~ask of revolutionists to consciously 
stnv.e. for such a solutIon and not to passively consign all 
questIOns to the settlement of the coming war. 

Should we refuse' to support Yugoslavia on the sa~e 
basis that Trotskyists refused to defend Finland when 
it was attacked by the Red Army in 1939? In both cases 
Stalin violated the national integrity of a small nation 
and infringed on Hie right of self-determination. But there 
the similarity ends. Finland was not just another small 
nation whose rights were being trampled upon by a big 
power. I t was an outpost· of world imperialism on the 
border of the Soviet Union and its policies were deter
mined by the imperialists. 

. The Kremlin's attack on Finland occurred after World 
War I I had broken out and was integrally connected· with 

. the imperialist conflict. First, Allied imperialism attempted 
to us.e the. Russ?-~innish w.ar as the basis for transforming 
the. mter-Imper.lahst .conflIct into a combined onslaught 
agamst the SOVIet UnIOn. Later, Finland became a satellite 
of Na:i Ge~many and a military base for its anti-Russian 
offensIve .. It was clear at the time, and has subsequently 
been confIrmed by events, that the right to self-determina
tion w~s c0t;tp.letely overshadowed by its alignment with 
world ImpenalIsm. To support Finland, therefore, would 
not only have nullified our position of defense of the Soviet 
Union against imperialist attack but would have been a 
step in the direction of social-patriotism. 

Yugoslavia, on the other hand, is clearly not now a bas
~ion of world imperialism against the Soviet Union. Whether 
It event~aIIy .assumes that function will be determined by 
the relatIonshIp and ~evelopment of class forces as described 

above. But the fact is that the present regime pf that 
country, unlike that of pre-war Finland, came into being 
in opposition to world imperialism and not by its support. 

The capitalist and hll1downing classes do not wield 
state power as they did in Finland, but were driven out 
of the government and important positions in the economy 
by the revolutionary struggles during the civil war. The 
Kremlin's attack on Finland. despite the bureaucratic 
methods employed an'd its reactionary effect on world 
working-class opinion, tended to undermine the reactionary 
regime and capitalist property relations; its attack against 
Yugoslavia aims at imposing a GPU regime on the coun
try and of perverting its incipient socialist property forms 
intQ a source of plunder, and tribute. 

Support of Yugoslavia by ·.the world working class 
under present conditions does not aid imperialism but 
acts as a counterweight to its influence by encouraging 
those revolutionary tendencies in the country which are 
striving for a completion of the socialist revolution in that 
country. 

The only road for effective resistance by Yugoslavia 
against the Kremlin is the road of Lenin and Trotsky, the 
road of the Russian October.' This is the only alternative 
to counter-revolutionary Stalinism and predatory world 
imperialism. There 'is no room in the international work
ing-class movement for semi-Stalinist formations, com
peting for influence with official Stalinism. The Yugo
slav communist workers cannot accept the nationalIst 
theory of "Socialism in one country" and still criticize its 
disastrous effects on the world working-class movement. 
They cannot effectively expose the brutal totalitarian 
methods of Stalin abroad without exposing its roots in 
the bureaucratic regime in the Soviet Union; Stalin's for
eign policy is only an extension of his domestic poficy. 
They cannot effectively combat the stifling of democratic 
relations between parties and countries and accept Stalinist 
monolithism as the organizational form of internal party 
life. Only by a clean break with Stalinism can the Yugo
slav communist workers link themselves with the revo
lutionary masses of the world. 

Such a development would hasten the process of disin
tegration'in the camp of Stalinism, the greatest obstacle to 
the socialist revolution in the working-class movement. To 
help this process is the duty of all Marxists, all fighters 
for socialist· emancipation. 
September 26, 1949. 
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Steel---Achilles of U. S. Industry 
By V. GREY 

In thc tv,:elve months beginning April I, 1948, and 
ending l\'larch 31, 1949, the American steel industry poured 
out morc steel from its furnaces than it or any other nation's 
industry, in any other year, peace or war, in the history of 
the world. The, first three months of this year, the golden 
stream. of liquid steel' weighed up to more tons than any 
other country produces in a whole year. American plants 
have increased production constantly, 1110nth after month. 
A.~ present writing, May 1949, they arc booming along at 
I () I. 5% of rated capacity, with o\'cr 8 million tons per 
1110nth, 

Here is a colossus t'o bestride the world and defy his 
f~te, indeed! The producer for all the world, with his 
empire over the five continents, the autocrat who brooks no 
new industry but what pleases him--and no nation's steel
producing, but what he has a finger in it-truly. a colossus 
with an eye like Mars to threaten and command. 

But strangely enough, this colossus is very much con
cerned about his fate; his eye is flashing signals of distress 
ilJstead of threats, and he commands in a quavering voice-
at least when trying to command the economic process. "A 
6112 0;0 decline in sales value" wails the American 1 ron and 
Steel r nstitute, "would have wiped out the entire amount 
of 1947 ea~nings in the steel' industry." 

They arc speaking herc of a price declinc, something 
that was extremely un]ikely in 1947, considering the short
age of steel-and they are justifying the price hikes. But 
0ne may detect a note of alarm about the future, when 
steel wiII be more plentiful, aqd even the most solemn 
price-fixing agreements will not wholly resist buyers' 
pressure, and prices will fall. 

The industry chiseled out a smooth $450 million in 
profits last year, which is about the same take as in 1929. 
Rut, they lament, this was on a $7 bil1ion volume of 
business, whereas total business in 1929 was only $3 bilIion! 
And moreover, the replacement \'!alue of their capital is 
fa r higher no\v th an in 1929, so the !Jet percen tage rett! rn 
is actually a great deal less. The time, you sec, is out of 
Joint. 

The industry spokesmen are worried about their rate 
of profit, complaining about their greatly increased costs
the ;'unfair" profit advantage of all the other major indus
tries over steel-insisting upon their great patriotism and 
altruism in enlarging their capacity at exorbitant costs
"nd crying bitterly ab6ut their diminishing returns. And 
this is not all. Behind their conscious fears, behind their 
stated problems, behind their relatively lower profits, there 
lurks a blacker shadow still--the specter of no profits at 
all. Such a horrible prospect is hardly mentioned, it is 
true. But all the same Damocles has a sensitive head 
underneath the sword. 

One may read almost allY week ill Iron Age many 
lugubrious complaints and even dire predictions on the 
future statc of the industi'y. But why so in the light of all 
the above achievements? To answer this question we mllst 
first measure more precisely and with more sense of history 

what steel under capitalism has really achieved and \vhere 
it really stands. 

The American steel industry, with its constant gro\\·th 
of plant facilities, year after year, C\'cn in panic, recession 
and. depression, has been cited as one important empirical 
"proof" that Marx was wrong. If anything gave firm 
foundation to the "onward and upward" theories of prag~ 
matic America, it was the developmcnt of the steel industry. 
But times have changed, as' \\'C will soon sho\\'. 

i:conomists of capitalism would never dream of admit
ting Ihat }\1arx was right, for instance, about the causes 
for the declining rate of profit. But the more serious ones, 
from Ricardo on down, have been somewhat troubled by it. 
Now at last, even the capitalists themselves have begun to 
notice it! But since they are concerned more with absolute 
gains than with relative ones, with hard facts more than 
\\'ith "theory," it is a rather more sensational aspcct of this 
declining rate that is now confronting them, one that hits 
them not relatively, but absolutely, threatening not onl.Y 
te' dccline, but to disappear. 

Although the factors which calise depressions do not 
di rectly concern liS here, a quicker disappearance of profits 
in a single industry-one effect of depression-in turn be·· 
comcs a cause for deepening a depression that is once 
under way. But before we go into this matter as it affects 
the steel industry, let us first briefly tOllch on the reasons 
for thc declining rate of profit in general since they arc 
closely related to ollr subject. 

The organic composition of capital is constantly rising. 
The proportion of capital in machinery, and raw materials, 
etc. to the capital in labor-power (wages) is ever increas
ing. This proportion, always changing in the same direc
tion, causes the rate of profit to decrease for the fc!low
ing reason: All new values arc produced by labor. The 
valuc of any commodity compares \-vith the \',due of any 
other commodity in proportion to the total amount of labor 
(socially necessary labor) \vorked up in the two products. 
Labor, and labor alone. adds valuc to the old values rep
resented by heaps of raw materials, etc., \vhen new prod
ucts ,Ire made with those materials. Moreover, the machines 
and tools the laborer lIses, as soon as they come into gen
ual use are also in a sense only so mUlch raw materiai 
whose value. the laborer transfers piecemeal to his product 
a" he uses them in the labor process. 

As machinery gets more massive, and the number qf 
workers relatively smaller-there is less new value added 
te, the year's product in proportion to the accumulated 
values of previous years (raw materials, machinery, etc.). 

\Vithout going into all the divisions of this 11ew value, 
it is obvious that profits (as \\'ell ,1S wages) come from this 
quantity. And as this quantity is smaller and smaller 
proportionately, from decade to decade, so profits are 
also. But so long as the absolute amount of profits is 
Illcreasing, especially for the big corporations-the capital
ist is not too worried. And in the past few years the 
absolute amount of profits has certainly, to put it mildly, 
increased. 
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However,' steel, with a kind of augury that would befit 
a much weaker sector of economy, begins to be horribly 
concerned about its concentr~ltion of capital--and to this 
effect: Its strength to weather a depression is in inverse 
proportion to its strength 10 make profits in prosperity; 
its weakness t~ resist cut-backs' is in direct proportion to 
its concentration of capital. 

The Giant Crows Up 
What were the steps that led to. this situation? And is 

:it -possible for the iron-master to be master of his own 
f~te once again? To understand steel's dilemma a little 
beit~r than steel itself does, let us rapidly review its his
tory, and while· we are doing so, note well the changing 
rates of its expansion as a whole._ 

With all their recent postwar expansion they have in 
reality added only a cubit to their size, whereas they grew 
flom little forge and foundry to giant world industry in 
the expansion previous to the First World War. From 
1860 to 1900 this roaring infant industry multiplied ye'arly 
production literally a thousandfold--it cut not a few 
throats in the process-established hundreds of recor9s, 
surpassed England's production (per worker) way back 
in the eighties, went from hand labor to machine labor on 
an undreamed' of scale and crowned it all by presenting 
to the world of high society more than a thousand brand 
new, first class, eighteen karat million'aires. -

The puddling process was entirely replaced by the 
Bessemer and Open Hearth furnaces ih this period. Ma
chines were perfected to dump 'whole c,arloads of coal, 
limestone and ore at a time into ten thousand ton capacity 
bqats. By the turn of the century a single blast furnace' 
coold produce 600 tons of iron a day, whereas in 1874 
-Carnegie's "Lucy" furnace broke the world's record with 
-one hundred tons .. and the whole crew "got gloriously 
drunk on fre'e beer and whiskey." 

The fabulous Mesabi I ron Mines were discovered, and 
the Merritt 'boys were swindled and double-crossed, to
gether with many another northwest e'xplorer. The Car
negie empire was built, and the Klomans (his partners) 
pushed out of business. The puddlers union was formed, 
took over Pittsburgh once, then disappeared with the craft 
of puddling itself. 

Henry Clay Frick hired hundreds of thugs called Pin
ke'rlons to shoot his employees at Homestead, while 
philanthropist Carnegie, his boss, hid out in a Scotch 
castle between giving away libraries. Captain Billy Jones 
fired his whole furnace crew one day and took them all 
to the ball park the next. He made more inventions for 
Carnegie than anybody else, but didn't believe in buying 
stock in the damn company." The nearest undertaker to the 
mill gate used to get the business as the poor corpses came' 
out every day and often twice a· day. The men worked 13 
hours nights and II hou'rs days, with a day off every two 
weeks. But Carnegie' got rich as sin. 

"Rich 'as a Pittsgburgh millionaire," the phrase went. 
The Pittsburgh boys bought huge mansions, hired heraldry 
experts to give:: them a family tree, while they bought ivory 
tooth-picks and decorated their lawns with gold-plated 
s.tatues~thus far the good old American story. 

The new era began to dawn when "Honest Andy," the 
poor messenger boy, sold out to ]. Pierpont Morgan, the 
\Vall Street banker, for 675 million American dollars. The 
U.S. Steel Company was formed, and it bought up dozens 
of other companies too. When the dust had settled down 
somewhat in 1901 it was revealed that more than half 
of the iron mines and iron and steel making facilities in tH~ 
United States were held by this aptly named corpor:ltion 
of the bankers:, "The United States Steel Co." 

The, Pace Is Slowed Down 
New and still bigger fortunes were made. But now 

monopoly began to assert itself, and the industry grew at 
a slower pace .. No basic changes in steel making or iron 
making were encouraged after 1900: Certainly none came 
to light. With -all the new inventions from 1860 to 1900, 
production was mUltiplied by lOon an average of every 
fifteen years. But if anything had been used in 1900 that 
was anywhere nearly as revolutionary as the Bessemer 
process in ,the sixties, today there would be billions of tons 
of steel produced per year-and the whole face of civiliza
tion would be radically different. But then a billion doJlar 
investment would have been junked, in 1OOO-and therein 
lies the tale. 

True, the mad pace of inareasing production-and 
t:apacity, with the inescapable addition of the machine'-:" 
continued after 1900 to World War I, apparently unabated. 
And up to that time steel stocks were still a big thing on 
the market, but the rate of increase had already slowed up 
-even then. True' again, the mass, the absolute increase, 
was so tremendous- 12 million tons' produced in 1900, 50 
million in 1918-that one might forgive a little thing like 
a diminishing percentage of gain. You can't maintain a 
geometrical progression to infinity. After all, a human 
being doesn't keep on growing when he is grown up! Yes, 
but that is just the point, the steel industry had grown up. 
And now it has grown old. It reacts to every chill wind 
with a fit of ague, to every tremor with a shock. 

EXPANSION OF STEEL MAKING CAPACITY 
(in tons) 

1898 1908 
16 milJion 38 million 
Ra te of increase: 137Y2% 
Actual Amount 22 million 

1908 1918 
38 million 59 million 
Rate: 55% 
Act. Amount: 21 million 

1919 1929 
61 million 71 million 
Rate: 16% 
Act. Amount: 10 million 

1929 1939 
71\. million 82 million 
'Rate: 15% 
Act. Amount: 11 million 

1939 1949 
82 million 95 million 
Rate: 16% 
Act. Amount 13 million 

J 
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The above table presents a fifty-year record of the 
growth of steel capacity. We use the figures showing 
capacity here, rather than those showing actual produc
tion (which is nearly always less than capacity) for two 
reasons., First, because they show the real additions of con
stant capital-in the form of steel-making equipment-and 
second because they are a sounder index to the growth of 
the industry than production figures. 

Similar figures for periods previous to 1900 would 
~ho\V gains closer to 1,000 percent, with the total gain of 
1900 over J 860, in the. neighborhood of 100,000 percent! 
!Jut the period shown tells its own story. Note the declin
ing rate of expansion over the long pull. 

It is significant that the 16/,0 increase of 1929 over 
1919 expresses an adyance over a postwar high and after a 
previous' period of tremendous growth. The 16/,0 increase 
of 1949 over 1939, however, came after a crippling depres
sion and with the aid of war expansion-providing war 
machines for other countries, etc. So in reality, it was a 
poorer showing than the 1919-29 period. (The 'first four 
years after \Vorld \Var I the industry expanded both rela
tively and absolutely far more than it has done in the last 
four years.) . 

Even more striking than the declining rate are the declin. 
ing absolute amounts of increase. In the early 1900's
the "slow" year,s of "provincialism"-the absolute increase 
in capacity was 22 million tons. In the just completed 
decade, all the demands of total war and a world presumably 
'It their feet, only squeezed out I3 million additional tons 
of capacity from the wary steel capitalists. 

The' only contradiction in the table is the surprising 
rate of increasing capacity in 1929-39. But it may, be re
called that this was a period of . rationalization in the steel 
industry.-particularly in the rolling mills-and the build
ing of new furnaces with quarter-an-hour labor, JUany of 
which did not get into operation until World War II 
started. This contradiction in the table is an inherent one 
which answers to its own laws, as we shall later see. 

But for the moment let us measure the forces against 
expansion. Consider the extreme conservatism in the matter 
of plant expansion, about the now much·debated subject 
of "steel capacity." How long is it now, how many 
decades since new steel plants have been built (if we count 
out the plants and plant additions built by the government 
during the \-var)? Carnegie, and later Morgan, would float 
a stock or bond issue in the twinkling of an eye to build 
another plant, even if demand only half warranted it. 
\\'here are these courageous, if piratical souls now? Where 
is the "onward and upward" philosophy of the good old 
"American \Vay' , ? \\'here the initiative, where the "enter
prise" ? 

A Big Clamor and a Big No 
I ndustry has been crying for steel for three years

paying premium prices to brokers, making all kinds of 
"conversion" deals, using expensive alloys for substitutes 
-and demanding 'that the steel industry enlarge. 

Not only Philip Murray and \Vaiter Reuther but 
a \vhole host of government economists and big shots up 
to TrulTian himself have been calling for enlarged steel 

plant capacity. They insisted that there was a bonanza 
of profits in it for the steel industry. rhe steel industry 
itself thought differently. 

Assistant Secretary of Interior, C. G. Davidson, said 
last December that, \Yhile the steel industry was planning 
to expand by about three million tons capacity in the next 
three yeats, con,tinuing excess demand argued that that 
figure should be tripled. The steel industry opposed this 
estimate. 

In June 194.7, Dr. Louis Bean, assistant to the Secretary 
of Agriculture, predicted unemployment if a good deal 
more than 100 million tons of steel were not produced in 
1950 (present U,S. capacity is about 95 million). His opinion 
'vas influenced by the fact that auto plants, especially, 
were compelled to shut down from time to time because 
of a shortage of steel. More steel would assure prosperity, 
thus also \Valter Reuther. And the steel industry argued 
Jgainst this, too. 

Today, in 1949, we see the spectacle of five million 
unemployed, not because of a shortage of basic steel, but 
because of an abu.ndance of steel products and the products 
made with steel ma~hines. So the steel industry was right! 
The steel industry fought the Reuthers, the Beans and 
'humans because they knew that capitalism had not changed 
its spots; that shortage is followed by surplus, and prosper
ity by depression-and most of all that increased capacity, 
is a terrible burden to the steel corporations. 

They may not know that they live in the declining 
period of capitalism. They may noCunderstand or believe 
the labor theory of value and the declining rate of profit. 
They may never have heard of the claims of dead labor 
011 living labor. But they do know that a 12 million ton 
production in the year 1900 brought: them a, handsome 
profit:. And 15 million tons in 1932 was so small compared 
to the o\'erhead expenses of that time that they lost 18) 
'million dollars! 

The steel business has already declined considerably this 
year. The grey market, n('edlt'~s to say, has disappeared. 
.f~inished steel is easily bought at $80 a ton instead of $ISO. 
Railroad car builders have decreased orders by 90/,0 (while 
ironically enough, steel ships more and more by truck to 
save money). Stainless steel and other allo), sales have 
declined even faster. There is apparently still a shortage 
at the present time (May 194.9) but it is swiftly turning 
into its opposite. The steel barons may not be dialecticians, 
but they do understand that a pound of steel today may, 
not equal a pound of steel tomorrow. 

Capacity is a terrible danger to them. J ncrcased cap
acity demands increasing business. And business can not 
increase forever. Even if business anI y stands still cut
backs in the sale of capital goods mu;t come. And' steel 
is as frightened of a little cut·back as an elephant of a 
mouse. 

This monster colossus of rails and rolls and girders 
Wears ib vulnerable spot rather like Cyclops his eye and 
Achilles his heel-close to the surface. Cut off only the 
(Juter skin of prosperity, and the body is fat<iIly wounded. 

The increased steel capacity, that is, the increased facil
ities and machinery, is the source of this weakness. Aid 
to tremendous profits when sales arc booming-cause of 
terrible losses when sales lag. And that is w'hy the industry 
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fought the "economists" so hard against the building of 
new plants, or the government "going into the steel 
industry." 

The "Break.E.;en" Point 
The steel executives express their concern over their 

c?nstantly mounting investment in constant capital, par
tIcularly the "fixed costs," which causes them to have a 
constantly higher "break-even" point. Different industries 
have different "break-even" points. For the steel industry 
this point is very high. The break-even point is an amount 
of production below which the company begins to lose 
money. Theoretically, where no machinery or other con
stant capital to speak of is involved, the' break-even point 
would be zero. 

If you were a newsboy with a hundred customers for 
papers, on which you made one cent a piece, you would 
make one dollar p~r day. I f you lost fifty customers, you 
would reduce your order for newspapers accordingly, and 
then make fifty cents per day. Thus a fifty percent loss in 
business would mean a fifty percent loss in profits-but 
no Joss beyond that. 

I f you bought a truck and with it you could deliver 
1000 papers a day, and make ten dollars, the situation 
would be different, however. Say the cost of owning and 
operating the truck is four dollars. per day; your actual 
net would be six dollars.' So if you lost half your customers, 
your running expenses would then still be around four 
dolI.ars and your net only one dollar. Thus a 501'0 loss in 
busIness would mean an 83-1131'0 loss in profits. 

While this example is stretched somewhat as far as 
trucks and newsboys are concerned, it is mild indeed com
pared to the plight of a steel company. Unlike the lucky 
newsboy, the unfortunate steel barons cannot cut their 
orders since they own the source of supply anyway, and 
unlike the truck owner, they cannot sell their macbine 
if things get too difficult. 

Steel's Ulllllovable Furniture 
Most machinery for steel plants is so massive that it 

is' built right on the company property by the various 
contra.ctors who specialize in one type of machine or an
other. An ore bridge crane for example-which now costs 
over a million to build--stands 50 to 90 feet high and 
may be 250 feet long, like a monster on stilts with roller 
skates on the bottom. It is operated by one man. 

A blast furnace is a behemoth that can never be moved 
unless it explodes. It costs over $12 million to build, is 
operated by five or six men and must remain in full oper
ation for some years to pay for itself. 

To run a steel plant at all this machinery must be used. 
Railroad engines, for example, must pull the ladles full of 
liquid iron and the car loads of steel ingots whether' there 
is less iron or more iron to be pulled. ,You cannot junk 
the hundred miles of track within .the plant and dozens of 
locomotives, and go back to the use of mules or men for 
such jobs. 

I ron ore, while only seven dollars a ton, must be brought 
to the plant in' 10,000' ton lots or more, to keep it at that 
price. The modern steel company runs its own iron mines 

as well as its own coal mines and limestones quarries. It 
pays seven dollars a ton for the are whether it gets the 
ore or not. 

A whole fleet of lake and ocean ships is kept by each 
of the largest steel companies in order to keep the expense 
or transportation down. Even the lake ships are bigger 
than many ordinary ocean-going vessels, and carry 10 to 
20 thousand tons of ore. , 

The ore and other stock is unloaded by million-dollar 
machines, then transferred from the stock pile by other 
million-dollar machines (the ore-bridge cranes) to still 
other machines which in turn drop the stock into the 
furnace top 120 feet above the ground. Machines are so 
tremendous-and so numerous, in relation· to men-that 
about 25 percent of the whole labor force are maintenance 
men of one kind or another. A drop in production cannot 
be followed by a corresponding drop in the employment of 
maintenance men. The idle wheel, like the squeaky one, 
must get the grease'. 

Here it is not a question of realizing surplus valzj,e, 
but of realizing in the sale of steel the amount of values 
that will be eaten up in a year's time, by rust, corrosion and 
decay. The break-even point, so-called, is the point above 
which living labor begins to get the better of dead labor 
under the capitalist system, and 'below which dead labor 
exacts a toll from capitalist as well as laborer. 

The 'Gratuitous Gift of Labor' 

While the laborer is adding new value to the moun
tain of already existing values beJore him--and creating 
profits-he is also performing another service which went 
quite unnoticed in the past and. of course, unrewarded. 
He not only makes steel, thus adding value to the iron 
ore, limestone, etc., he also preserves the value of these 
raw materials by so trqnsforming them into desirable prod
ucts. 'Of what use to anyone is a blast furnace standing 
in an idle plant? 

While productive lab,o~ is changing the means of pro
,duction into constituent elements of a new product, their 
value undergoes a metempsychosis. It deserts the con
sumed body, to occupy the newly created one. But this 
transmigration takes place, as it were, behind the back 
of the laborer. He is unable to 'add new labor, to create 
new value, without at the same time preserving old 
values .... The property therefore, which labor-power 
in action, living labor, possesses of preserving value, at 
the same time that it adds it, is a gift of nature which 
costs the laborer nothing, but which is very advantageous 
to the capitalist inasmuch as it preserves the existing 
value of his capital. So long as trade is good, the capitalist ' 
is too much absorbed in money-grubbing to take notice 
of this gratuitous gift of labor. A violent interruption of 
the labor process hy a crisis, makes him sensitively aware 
of it." (Capital, by Karl Marx, Vol. I, Chapter 8, p. 230.) 

Since Marx penned these words the "gratuitous gift of 
labor" has been growing bigger and bigger, especially in the 
steel industry. So big in fact, that it dwarfs by far the 
other, though more important "gift" of surplus value 
exacted by the steel capitalist. 

The only correction we must m,\ke in the above quota
tion is that though "trade is good" as of now, the steel 
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companies are not too absorbed in money-grubbing
much as they love it-to escape bad dreams about the 
day when they will be denied this gratuitous gift of labor 
and the "existing value of their capital" will not lie in 
treasure chests as with the old fashioned pirates, but rather, 
in the huge hulks of empty plants and mountainous piles 
of useless stock. 

They estimated their "break-even point" in 1939 at 
50~o .. Benjamin Fairless, testifying before the \Var Labor 
Board in 194-1- said it had by that time risen to 70~o' 
Now it is still higher. Steel capacity in 1939 was about 80 
million tons. I n order to pay for all the materials, ma
chi'nery and labor necessary for a year's operations on'any 
reasonable scale at all, the industry had to sell 40 million 
tons. 

In 1949, the "break-even point" is estimated at between 
70% and 75~o (with capacity at about 95 million tons). 
From this it may be seen that while business could have 
limped along in 1939 on a production 'of 40 million tons, 
today more than 65 million tons must be produced and 
sold each year to break even. 

"0h," how the steel kings mllst yearn, like Richard I I 
to "call back yesterday!" Yesterday, the era of Pittsburgh 
mansions and diamond tooth-picks-and it was all built 
on a production of only 12 million tons a year! .What a 
har'd world for kings! Today it takes 65 million tons to buy 
one single gold cuspidor. And when they "talk of graves 
and epitaphs,'" they must remember one mournful stone 
that bears the date 1932 and the figure: 15 million tons. 

(A second installment of this study will appear in the 
October Fourth International.) 

Author's Footnote on the Nathan Report 
The above article is an attempt to ex'plain some of the long

range aspects of the profit picture in the steel industry. Since 
it was written (May 1949) the question of recent alld present 
profits, together with the general financial position of the 
industry, has been dramatized in th~ negotiations between the 
companies and the United Steelworkers, CIO. In the course of 

'the negotiations, Robert Nathan's 'report on the "Economic 
Position of the Steel Industry" was published. 

The report is a statistical bombshell which relentlessly 
exposes the hidden profits and super-profits of the war and 
postwar years. It proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that 
the big steel companies increased their prices far more than 
higher labor costs warranted, and that they could easily have 
paid much higher wages in the recent period than they did. 

However the report is weakest in its prediction of future 
trends. And necessarily so. All future possibilities are drawn 

,from June 1949 conditions and prices or from proportional 
variations of that index. But June 1949 is an extremely un
reliable point of departure, prices having been very unbalanced 
and steel itself just emerging into a .so-called "stable" market. 
It is on this inevitable weakness that the companies will of 
course concentrate in their rebuttal, which will probably con
tinue in magazines and trade papers long after the present 
steel Fact Finding Board has adjourned. 

What concerns us particularly, from a theoretical point of 
view, is this: Nathan says that the real rate of profit in steel 
has been going up steadily for more than ten years and also 
that the so-called "break-even" point is closer to 33% than the 
66% claimed by the industry. We appear to be at variance 
with him. But we are not actually so far apart. It is only that 
we are approaching the facts in a different way. 

While these two claims are undoubtedly true' in' a strictly 

limited seuse, it would be wrong to draw any theoretical con
clusions from them-nor does Nathan do so. This year, espe
cially, the steel industry made bonanza profits, dwarfing even 
the jackpots of '47 and '48. As Nathan points out, a great 
part of the rise this year was due to the precipitate fall in 
the prices of raw materials while steel itself held firm. More
over, during the last few years including the war years, as 
Nathan also discloses" the industry got all kinds of special 
government . favors, kickbacks, etc., wrote off excessive 
amounts for depreciation, hought government-built facilities 
for a song, and all in all had a far higher profit than they 
let the world know. 

This is an excellent answer to the "prevaricators and 
hypocrites" who have robbed the workers of billions and are 
now pleading poverty to the modest request of employes who 
ask only a pittance to die on. But skulduggery and outright 
robbery on the corporations' part does not really alter the basic 
trends of the capitalist system, nor, for that matter, of their 
own industry. 

Nathan points, for example, to U. S. Steel's acquisition 
of the government-built Geneva plant for $40 million. It cost 
the government $200 million. A profit of $160 million was made 
on the deal-ia profit which can be shown or concealed in the 
books in a dozen different ways. But it is still a constant capital 
of $200 million, having' a certain relationship to variable cap
ital, or money spent fOl'wages of men to operate the plant. And 
this relationship will still be more or less the same as the 
relationship in other plants acquired by less spectacular and 
more "accepted" methods of thievery. 

Let us say that this plant had been acquired in the same 
way (for $40 million) by a private individual such as Henry 
Kaiser. Suppose he sold the plant to someone else for its full 
value-or suppose he sold $160 million worth of stock to sev
eral other people-th1,ls taking his "profit." In either case the 
new capitalists would look for the return on the $200 million, 
not the $40, million. And if they could get 2% bank interest, i.e., 
$4 million, it would be cold comfort to tell them that the plant 
is netting $4 million which is really 10% of $40 million! 

Nevertheless, it is of course true'that steel profits have 
been going up, even apart from "gifts" and other hidden items, 
if only because of the steel shortage and the extremely high 
production rate. However, the "declining rate of profit" does 
not refer to a year-by-year SUbtraction, but to a tendency. And 
we indicate this tendency over the long-term period only to 
come to our main point which is the constantly increasing 
concentration of capital and its effect on the" "break-even" 
point. 

There has never been any great controversy over this 
percentage figure, and we have taken the industry's figures 
which have been public for some time. Nathan, in his very 
conscientious report, states that he thinks the corporations' 
own figures were correct for the pre-war period, but now 
believes that the "break-even" point has gone down instead 
of up. 

Due to the recent drop in raw materials prices and to many 
other factors, such as the war "extras" mentioned above, a 
good case can be made for the 33% figure. But again, only 
with limitations. Nathan rightly ridicules the companies' phony 
claims for depreciation allowances during the war. N everthe
less actual depreciation is beginning to play a larger and 
larger role than ever before. And if you go on the theory that 
the industry must struggle through many years of peace, their 
war-time fatness counts for less and less. 

The corporations themselves, have naturally disregarded 
their war-time peccadillos in figuring their "break-even" point. 
They are interested in the "long pull" considerations and are 
more concerned with theoretical aspects of the matter. This 
touching devotion to theory on their part is of course closely 
related to their affection for profits. (The Bureau of Internal 
Revenue might well take Nathan's tip and clip them for an
other big chunk of tax money.) But it must be recognized that 
if the Nathan figure for the "break-even" :point were correct 
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in any long-term or general sense, the larger companies would 
not have hesitated to build great new plants in the post war 
years in order to get the gravy profits from the steel shortage 
-and without fear of cut-backs causing any actual loss. 

At any rate, the foregoing article, analyzing the steel in
dustry's vulnerability from its own figures over· the past few 
years, attempts to give sOlne background for coming strug-

The Two 

gles. Today the magnates resist wage increases, because for 
the first time in years, the increases must come out of profits. 
directly, however big those profits may be. They cannot be 
passed on to the consumer~ so easily in the form of price in
creases. But tomorrow, the steel companies (if labor has not 
already begun its own great offensive) must initiate a life 
and death struggle with the unions for the reasons set forth in 
the article. 

Germanies 
By CHARLES HANLEY 

For many years writers and politicians have been speak
ing about "the other Germany" which is counterposed to 
the Germany of monopolists, junkers, policemen and the 
nationalist petty bourgeois. But they do not agree about 
the ·nature of that "other Cermany," some liberals strongly 
rt!commend a spiritual return to the traditions of Goethe 
(1749-1832). Goethe, to be su re, was one of the greatest 
personalities in. world literature, but it is difficult to see how 
his "tradition" can solve the economic and social problems 
uf our time. 

Stalinists think that Soviet-occupied Eastern Germany 
is the other, the better Germany. But the German masses 
hate the Stalinist regime, its police terror against indepen
dent working-class militants and unionists, its favoritism 
to former Nazis who have become lackeys ~f Stalinism, and 
the shameless pillage by the Russian occupiers. 

Social Democratic leaders praise education for "democ
racy"; but they forget that there is no abstract democracy 
\vithout a class content, that. the bourgeois democracy of 
the \Veimar Republic (1918-33) was the breeding ,ground 
for Nazism, and that the bourgeoisie, ruling by democratic 
methods as long as it is able to do so, switches over to 
fascism when the situation gets out of hand economically 
and politically. 

There are two Germanies indeed. A front line runs 
through the former "Reich." But this front line is not 
identical 'with the frontier between \\1estern and Eastern 
Germany. . 

The present situation in Germany cannot be u'nder
stood without analyzing the situation and aims of classes 
and their rel.ations with the occupying po~'ers. 

Wall S (reel and the 'Western 
German Capitalists 

The anti-trust laws and decrees of the American occu
pation authorities have never been en forced seriously and 
v,'ere never meant to be .. Wall 'Street and the State Depart
ment arc preoccupied with \Vorld War III and want Ger
man capitalism as a strong ally against the Soviet Union; 
Germany is the most important industrial country in 
Europe and the natural European base for an eventual 
imperialist offensive against the USSR and. its buffer zone. 

The impoverished British have not quite ceased the dis
mantling of German plants. Wall Street lays much more 
stress on the strengthening of German capitalism. The 

mone·tary reform was des!ined to contribute to this policy, 
and it 'certainly did. Relations between German and Ame
rican. monopolists were renewed by the American visit of 
German capitalist representatives. Their task was not too 
difficult because even during World War II contacts had 
been maintained between German and A~erican trusts 
and the latter still respected certain agreemE!nts they had 
concluded with the German trusts before the war. 

Naturally some changes occurred in th£! German capital
ist class after the breakdown of the Nazi regime in 1945. 
Some" (not many) of the leading capitalists, having been 
too active in the Nazi party itself, had to retire into private 
life; some trusts were camouflaged by altering their struc
ture almost completely, especially in the British zone. New 
layers of capitalists, whose property derives' from black
market speculation, sprang up betwec'1 1945 and 1948 and 
are now investing capital in new business enterprises. 

As a whole, the German capitalist class is intact. It is 
s~ ilIin command; and German capitalists know that they 
owe this to the \Vestern powers which protected them after 
the surrender in 1945, maintained capitalist management 
of industry and dissolved the workers' committees. Ger
man capitalists also know that without the active support. 
of Wall Street their present position would be much more 
difficult. They are not in favor of any real deterioration of 
relations between \Vestern Germany and American im
perialism and are therefore not likely to adhere to neo
Nazi parties for the time being. But they are prepared to 
blackmail the United States by threatf .. 'ing to favor neo
fascists groups, ultra-nationalism and hostility to the oc
cupiers if the American if\lperialists do not grant them more 
prpfits and a greater degre£! of independence. 

The German bourgeoisie \vould like to be the junior 
partner of American capitalism not a mere satellite. In ex
change, it offers its wholehearted collaboration in the prepa
tion of war against Soviet Russia. I n fact, the German 
bourgeoisie hopes that in a third world war, the United 
States will need a "strong Germany" and German military 
aid. I f t believes that a new war is the way to the re
birth of Gennan imperialism, forgetting that a new conflict 

. might only complete the work of destruction done in Ger
many by \Vorld \Var 11. 

Of course, Wall Street does not want the competition of 
a revitalIzed German imperialism, but it is confident that 
its overwhelming strength will exclude that danger and it 
is therefore prepared to rais£! the German bourgeoisie to the 
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rank of a Number One ally in Europe. The British govern
ment would have preferred to deal with German labor 
bureaucrats who are willing to give Britain the "repara
tions" she asks for and do not cherish any dreams of new 
greatness. Britain fears that an American-supported Ger
man capitalism would become dangerous to its export 
trade. The French bourgeoisie is anxiOlls to prevent any 
rebuilding of\German unity as well as the strengthening of 
Cerman industry, their own industry being unable to com
pete with the restored industrial potential of (~ermany. 

Borrowing an image from a recent cartoon by Low, we 
might say that the British and the French did not wish to 
let the German tiger out, while the Americans thought them
selves -strong enough to ride it safely. If the Americans arc 
strong enough, the British and French certainly are not, and 
they know it. However, the policy of the strongest imperial
ism--American imperialism-prevailed. To withstand th~ 
pressure of American competition, the British bourgeoisie 
would like to set tip some sort of (British dominated) 
European Union which would coordinate European econ
omy (a utopia under chaotic capitalism). 

Winston Churchill, its foremost spokesman, advocates 
the immediate inclusion of Western Germany in that Euro
pean structure: the "tiger" now being loose anyway, British 
capitalism has to cajole it, hoping to come to friendly terms 
with it, to keep it tamed inside the European Union, and 
to use its savage instincts against the Soviet Union. The 
German "tiger" as the watchdog of European capitalism
this is now one of Churchill's most cherished ideas. That 
the Churchill of "Unconditional Surrender" has become the 
friend of (capitalist) Germany, is a clear reflection of the 
dialectics of historical evolution. 

The Middle Class and the Bourgeois Parties 
No real Marxist ev~r believed that the pauperization of 

the German middle class at the end of World War I I would 
automatically transform it into a part of the proletariat 
and thus "proletarianize" the German peopl~. The im.; 
poverished petty bourgeoisie is generally full of contempt 
for the life of the workers and longs to recover its former 
economic privileges. It continues to imagine itself "bour
geois" and not proletarian, especially when the labor mo,-,:e
-ment is not very dynamic and is not a pole of attraction. 

There is no independent cour~e for the middle class. 
Either it becomes the ally of capitalism or the ally of the 
\vorking class. But capitalism needs an ideology suited to 
petty-bourgeois aspirations in order to attract the middle 
class. Nazism was defeated in 1945 but there .. remained 
another ideology to be used by capitalism: "Christian de
mocracy." Nazism, being still more totalitarian than Italian 
fascism, had often clashed with the equally totalitarian 
aspirations of the Catholic Church and even with the 
Protestant Church, a clash occurring not on fundamental 
political grounds, but mainly on the issue of education. 
Although the Catholic hierarchy was among the forces 
which helped Hitler seize power and the Vatican was the 
first foreign state to -sign a treaty with the Nazi govern
ment in 1933, its clashes \vith the Nazis bestowed the pres
tige of a somewhat doubtful martyrdom upon the Church. 

Even in other countries of the European continent which 
were free of this -friction, a big fraction of the bourgeoisie 
shifted from defe~ted fascism to "Christian democracy" 
(France, Italy, Belgium"Holland, Austria.). The Church is 
one of the most precious and influential supporters of cap
italism (being a giant capitalist trust itself). 
- At present, the Christian Democrats constitute the most 
important party oJ the German bourgeoisie with 139 seats 
in the new federal parliament. But numerolls "national .. 
liberals" and -non~Catholic conservatives have rallied to the 
Free Democrats (52 seats) ; the Bavarian autonomists voted 
for the Bavarian Party (17 seats), and a minority of former 
active Nazis for the two neo-fascist parties who together 
received 22 scats. 

Por . farmers and black-marketeers business was very 
good between 1945 and 1948 while the masses starved. Later 
monetary reform improved the food supply for the popula
tion. Thus capitalism still seemed to have something to 
offer. Moreover, the support given to German capitalism 
by the United States; the outspoken hostility of American 
imperialism to nationalizations and its campaign for "free 
enterprise" not only impr~ssed the petty bourgeoisie as a 
capitalist show Of force but also encouraged them to hope 
for a restoration of middle class prosperity, for a share in 
profits. The mixture of "free enterprise;" Christian tra
ditionalism and the immense power of American imperial
i~m supporting him makes the German petty bourgeois 
feel rather comfortable. He doesn't like ,the' Americans or 
the other occupiers but since they ar.~ strong it seems natural 
to him to be in their camp, extracting a maximum of polit
ical concessions, economic aid, and advantages of all kinds. 
Yet in spite of his illusions, he sees that things are not 
going too smoothly and doesn't understand why. So he 
often takes refuge in confused phrases which ar~ vestiges of 
past nationalist education and of the propaganda of the 
bte Dr. Goebbels who blamed everything on foreigners and 
Jews. 

The political leaders of the bourgeoisie took this all into 
account during their election campaign last August. (How
ever, they carefully avoided compromising their collabora
tion with the Western powers and especially the USA by 
going too far in their nationalist agitation.) In view of 
the present state of mind and aims of the German petty 
bourgeoisie it is therefore not surprising that they voted 
for the bourgeois parties, and that these gained an absolute 
majority. 

The Eastern German Bourgeoisie 
and the USSR 

Fundamentally, the situation in Soviet-occupied East
ern Germany is much the same as in other territories which 
the Russians occupied in 1945. 

The big landowners fled before t~e Soviet troops arrived. 
The peasants took the land. An (I agrarian reform" was 
~oon proclaimed, because something had to be done with 
the abandoned property of th~ Junkers and because the 
Stalinists wished to win the peasants' support. Though they 
generally didn't give the peasants enough agricultural ma
chin~ry needed to cultivate their I new farms in a rational 
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way, the elimination of the Eastern German Junkers un
doubtedly was an important progressive fact. 

At first, the Soviet occupiers and the Eastern German 
Stalinists handled the bourgeoisie in their, zone with kid 
gloves and confiscated or nationalized only a relatively 
small percentage of industry. Although the Kremlin made 
every effort to collaborate with the political parties of the 
bourgeoisie, the capitalists continued to view the USSR 
as a danger to their class rule. The Eastern German bour
geoisie looked westward. Naturally, it had greater sym
pathies for American (and German) capitalism than for 
Russian (and German) Stalinism. \Vhen the Russian and 
the German Stalinists discovered that the capitalist parties 
(Christian Democrats and Liberals) were agencies of West
ern imperialism, they began to put pressure on the bour
geoisie, natiomitized more and more factories, changed the 
leadership of the bourgeois parties, and even created a 
party of former Nazis friendly to the Kremlin in order to 
win away members from the Christian Democrats and the 
Liberals. But. there was practically no mobilization of the 
toiling masses against the bourgeoisie. Although com
pelled to struggle against the Eastern German bourgeoisie 
in self-defense, the Stalinists dared not employ revolution
ary methods which could at a later date be turned against 
the dictatorship and corruption of the bureaucracy. Not the 
workers, but the Stalinist bureaucrats have taken over the 
economic power \vhich was formerly held by the bour
beoisie. 

I n spite of their unquestioned hostility the Stalinists 
still hope to attract some bourgeois elements by their slogan 
of "German unity" and through their "Ge~man People's 
Congress"; they are even trying to come'to terms with some 
\Vestern . German capitalist~ through negotiations with 
Rudolf Nadolny, former German Ambassador to Moscow. 
Thus th~ Stalinist bureaucracy, which mortally fears' any 
revolutionary mass movement, despite its "left" turn is still 
SEeking alliances in the capitalist camp. Blit in the event of 
a third world war the German bourgeoisie will be on the side 
of imperialism, on the side of its class interests~ 

"Denazification" and Renazification 

The \Vestern and the Eastern occupiers deal with the 
problem of former Nazis in much the same way. First 
there was much talk about "denazification" which, however, 
did not seriously disturb many of the most' authentic and 
influential Nazis. ,But as this kind of "denazification" 
provoked widespread discontent-the bourgeoisie considered 
it too severe whjle the workers denounced it as ridiculously 
unjust and inadequate-the occupiers dropped it more and 
more and began to play "their" former Nazis against one 
another. The present phase is one of "renazification." 

Let us recall some examples of the practice of "denazi
fication" during the first phase: the \Vestern allies sen
tenced Admiral Donitz, former commander-in-chief of the 
U-boat fleet to 20 years in prison bu acquitted two out
standing representatives of German capitalism and sponsors 
of the Hitler regime, Dr. Hjalmar Schacht and Franz . von 
Papen. The Russians retained von Witzleberi, the Nazi 
director of the big Siemens works, in spite of the angry pro-

tests of the workers, but the famous actor Heinrich George 
died in a Russian concentration camp because he had been 
a member of the Nazi party. 

The present phase of renazification is characterized by 
the birth of legal neo-fascist parties on both sides of the 
"iron curtain" (although legalization has, of course, been 
denied to the Tito-ite Independent Communist Party of 
Karl Heinz Scholz). There are now two authorized parties 
of former Nazis in \Vestern GerITJany and according to the 
N. Y. Times the relaxation of the censorship will see the 
~'ublication of fifty to eighty Nazi newspapers (especially 
in reactionary Bavaria) by former Nazi editors and jour
nalists. ''As acknowledged specialist of anti-,communist 
propaganda these elements are very useful to imperialism. 

In the Soviet-occupied zone there are not only many 
former Nazis in the Stalinist Socialist ,Unity Party (SED) 
but the Stalinists have themselves created a special party of 
former Nazis, allied to the SED and willing to serve the 
foreign policy of the Kremlin. The Stalinists now system
atically favor "repentant" Nazis, while brutally persecuting 
non-Stalinist socialists many of whom .. had previously been 
imprisoned and tortured under the Nazi regime. 

Occupation means renazification. The only fprce cap· 
able of denazifying cjerm~ny is the German working class, 
first victim of, Nazism, But its hands are fettered so long 
as the_ foreign. occupation remains. 

The Workers and Stalinism 
The German workers h.ave had their experience with 

Stalinism, and they, hate it. They know Stalinism in East
ern Germany where they are oppressed by the Stalinist 
bureaucracy; where the purely German provinces of Pome· 
rania and Silesia were annexed by the Polish Stalinists 
in 1945 and whe're German East Prussia was annexed by 
the Russian Stalinists in the same year, where the former 
Nazi concentration camps of Buchenwald and Sachsenhau
sen -are full of non-Stalinist militants; where there is neither 
freedom nor food for the working class '~ut all kinds of 
privileges for SED bureaucra:ts; where miners and fac
tory workers are ruthl~ssly driven by the Stakhanov sys .. 
tem (which is called the" Hennecke movement" in Eastern 
Germany), with no say in the administration of their mines 
and factories, part of which have to work for the USSR; 
where Stalinists have unmasked themselves as brutal strike
breakers. 

The catastrophic policy of Stalinism ·is grist to the 
propaganda mill of th~ Western powel] which appear to 
many as the only possible liberators of Eastern Germany, 
especially-since the end of the Berlin blockade, that mon· 
.strous manifestation 'of Stalinist stupidity. Far from being 
an effective force in the anti-imperialist struggle, Stalin
ism provides imperialist propaganda with its best argu
ments and throws many demoralized workers into the arms 
of Wall Street and reaction. ,However, Tito's resi~tance to 
the Kremlin and the Cominform pas made a deep impres
sion on n'umerous German communists, aggravating the 
crisis in the ranks of the SED, and has led to the forma
tion of an Independent Communist Party in Berlin. 

In' Western Germany, the workers know Stalinism from 
what they have read about Eastern German¥ and espeJ 
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dally from what Eastern German refugees have told them. 
They have seen the pitiful droves of frightened people from 
Silesia, Pomerania, and East Prussia, expelled by the Stal
inist Polish and Russian conquerQrs, and th\!y won't soon 
forget them. They understand that Stalinism completely 
ignores the international solidarity of the workipg class. 
An indiCation of this 'attitude was apparent in the heavy 
defeat suffered by the Stalinists in the Bundestag elections 
receiving only 15 seats in'the new Federal Parliament. Max 
Reimann, the leader of the Stalinist party, was not re
elected. This in a country where up to 1933 the Commun
ists boasted of the second ,.largest Communist Party in the 
world! These are the fruits of repeated Stalinist betrayals. 

The German workers understand the utter hypocrisy of 
the Stalinist propaganda slogan of "German unity": Stalin 
(as weU asthe imperialists) destroyed German unity by the 
Yalta and Pq.tsdam agreements and by the annexation of 
Eastern Gerrnany. No Stalinist "People's- Congress" will 
make the German masses forget these crimes. 

The Social 'Democratic Party 
\Vith its 800,000 members in Western Germany the 

Social Democratic Party (SPD) is the mass party of the 
German workers occupying a position somewhat similar to 
that of the British Labor Party. Although they know that 
the party committed fatal errors and crimes in the past, 
that its ,teaders are' often. 'too' soft, the workers stick Ito 
i~, thinking that the political unification of the German 
working class, the overwhelming majority of which intense
ly dislikes Stalinism, is possible only in the SPD (131 seats 
in ·the Federal Parliament) and cannot be accomplished 
by any other political forc,e. 

The main enemy of the German socialist workers is the 
bourgeoisie, particularly its .strongest party, the Christian 
Democratic CDU. They understand the class issue at stake 
and never liked the coalition between the SPD and the' 
CDU. Two years ago in Bavaria the Socialist workers suc
ceeded in compelling their leaders to break the coalition in 
Bavaria. But there is a difference between the opposition 
politics of the party bureaucrats and that of the workers. 
The reformist bureaucrats understand "opposition" as a 
means' of getting back into the apparatus of the capitalist 
state wheil capitalist parties have strong majorities. They 
don't want to abolish the bourgeois state, but to hold offices 
and position? "in it, to be the "loyal administrators of capi
t~!lism," to us.e Leon Blum's expJ'ession. Their opposition is 
purely parliamentary and very tame at that. Under pressure, 
of the workers and in order not to lose their hold on the 
labor movement they are often obliged to employ rather 
strong language against the occupiers and against the Ger
man bourgeoisie, frequently stating fundamental principles 
of socialism and defending the workers' interests up to a cer
tain point. But this does not prevent them from collaborat
ing with the bourgeoisie and imperialism. 

Since the bourgeoisie has become' strong enough to rule, 
the imperialists prefer to collaborate with an all-bourgeois 
government discarding their policy of a Socialist-Catholic 
coalition. The more the, reformist leaders show their readi
ness tb collaborate with the bourgeoisie, the more arrogant 
the capitalists and the bourgeois politicians become. 

This situation is bound to give rise to serious reflection 
dmong the members of the SPD, many of whom have by no 
means forgotten the lessons of the. Weimar Republic and 

'openly express their hostility to class collaboration. 
Th~ SPD rauk and file is aware of the fact that the im

perialists resolutely support German capitalism, and that 
the struggle against German capitalism excludes collabora
tion with the imperialist occupiers. They also under
stand that the struggle against foreigfl occupation and war 
danger means in practice a struggle against the German 
bourgeoisie, the ally of imperialism. and requires an appeal 
to the international solidarity of the world proletariat for 
the withdrawal of all foreign troops. More and more the 
German \\'orkers realize that the essential problem is to 
find a political line independent of \Vashington as well as 
of Moscow. I n the struggle for such a program they will 
learn that the reformist bureaucrats are no less cowardly 
and treacherous than their Stalinist opponents. 

Under these conditions the task of the German revo
lutionists is to popularize the transitional program 
of the Fourth International in the SPD and in the 
unions, and towork for a crystallization of opposition 
basis of that program. German Communists disgusted with 
Stalinist policies (and di~;sident groups of left Socialists 
and Communists) can be expected to welcome such a m.ove
ment. Yet it must be recognized that even under favorable 
conditions the creation of a revolutionary force will not be 
an easy tas~ and will require considerabk patience and 
endurance. I t will not come as a gift, fro-m heaven but 
only as a result of relentless efforts by the vanguard of 
the working class. ' 

The' "Other Gerlllany" 
The "other Germany" is the workers' Germany. The 

l:.'ourgeois state in \Vestem Germany remains the state of 
monopolists, Junkers, imperialist ambitions, petty-bourgeois 
n~1tionalism, and policemen. The Stalinist bureaucracy has 
abolished the power of monopoiists and Junkers in the 
Soviet zone but its government is a typical police state 
with the old capitalist state machine no longer operated by 
the bourgeoisie in the interest of 'capitalism but by the Ger
man Stalinist bureaucracy in the interest of' the Stalinist 
bureaucracy of the USSR. 

The only class whose interests, are absolutely opposed 
to both regimes ana to the foreign occupiers who support 
thef1!-the imperialists in the West ~nd the Stalinists in the 
East-is the working class. The working class is the only 
class to represent another Germany because no other class 
of the German popUlation is interested in the birth of a 
Socialist Germany in a Socialist Europe which means the 
elimination of ,.the cap.italist state-whether tun by the 
bourgeoisie or by the Stalinist bureaucrats~and the end 
of imperialist and Stalinist influence. 
, The idea of a United Socialist Europe is so popular 
with German workers that even the reformist SPD lead
ers have been compelled to pay lip-service to it in their 
speeches although their real aim is to become dignitaries in 
a German capitalist goverment, even one dominated by 
imperialism. A Socialist Germany in a Socialist Europe is 
the Drilysolutiol1 of the German and of the European prob. 
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. Iem. A European ~conomy coordinated, managed, and 
plalmed by the European workers themselves will open great 
vistas for the German masses whose skill and efficiency will 
be of invaluable service to all the peoples of Europe. 

Of course, it is absurd to speak of the establishment of 
a Socialist Germany while Germany remains occupied by·· 
imperialist powers who are bitter enemies of a German 

workers' state. It is the duty of the workers of the United 
States and of every other country to call for the withdrawal 
of all the occupation troops not only in order to give their 
German fellow-workers a chance to decide their own fate 
but also to deprive Wall Street of one of its main bases for 
a third world war. This is an important step toward a 
workers'world. 

A Chronicle 'of Anti-Imperialist, Struggle 

Tan. Malalika---Revolutionary Hero 
By J. van STEEN (Amsterdam) 

According to an American news agency Tan Malakka, 
the Indonesian revolutionary leader, is alleged to have 
been executed by official republicanauthqrities in the 
western part of java. Shortly after, these authorities them
selves confirmed the news in theif information bulletin 
Indonesia News. The reason given for the execution was' 
"political infiltration of the republican army" (Statement 
of the republican police chief of jogjakarta, Konsoumo, 
reported in the Amsterdam Algemeen Handelsblad for june 
25, 1949). It was also' announced that a detailed report of 
the circumstances surrounding the execution would be pub
lished forthwith. Thus far, however, this report has not 
been made public. 

* * * 
Despite all these accounts, it is still difficult to believe 

this report. Rumors of the death of Tan Malakka had been 
frequently circulated in the past, either b~cause the revo-
,lutionary leader himself was anxious to throw, a half-dozen 
police agents, constantly at his heels, off the track; or be
cause his enemies hoped thereby to demoralize and dis
courage his supporters. The heroic life of Tan Malakka, 
his exploits' and his spectacular escapes, his sudden ap
pearance at the nerve centers of the revolutionary strug
gles in the Far East, made him a legendary figure 'among 
the e~ploited masses of southeast Asia. Whatever the truth 
of these reports it will be a long time before his death 
is really accepted and before the hope dies that he will 
turn up again to lead the struggle against imperialism 
to which his entire life has been devoted. 

We fear however that this time enemies have achieved 
their aim. If confirmed, the assassination of Tan Malakka 
by the Indonesian republican government will take its 
place on a par with such political crimes perpetrated against 
the revolution as the assassination of Karl Liebknecht and 
Rosa Luxemburg in 1919 and Leon Trotsky in 1940. Once 
again it will have been demonstrated that the most Hdemo
cratic" governments do not hesitate for a moment in 1:ltiliz
ing the most totalitarian methods a,gainst a threatening 
revolutionary danger. In light of this crime', how fraudu
lent is the artificial distinction made by ~entrists ana 
ultra-leftists of all shades between the counter-revolution-

my methods of Stalinism and those of bourgeois democracy, 
as well as social democracy. 

No sooner does the revolutionary movement become a 
great force in any country thah all official public opinion 
is aroused against its leaders who are hounded and per
secuted by a class which stops at nothing in its attempt 
to get rid of them. The Indonesian Stalinists made a num
ber of attempts on the life of Tan Malakka all of which, 
fqrtunately ended in failure. The ~'successful" execution 
by the "democratic" republican government is a real 
symbol of what can be expected from the democratic bour
'geoisie when the proletariat is prepared to struggle for its 
complete revolutionary emancipation. 

Founding of The Communist Party 

I n assassinating Tan M alakka, the I nd<Jnes1an bour
geoisie struck at the revoh,.ltionary movement of that coun
try through its most outstanding leader. Together with 
Semanoen, Alimen, and others, he was among the founders 
of the Indonesian Communist Party which came into being 
in 1920. The new party emerged from a split in the Social 
Democratic AssocIation of I ndonesia 'after the' right wing 
split from the majority of the organization which'decided 
to affiliate to the Communist International. Tan Malakka 
took the lead in quickly transforming this organization 
into a mass rtlovement which played a leading role in the 
struggles of the worker and peasant masses. 

. In 1921 he succeeded in winning over the left wing of 
Sarekat I slam, the nationalist mass organization, and in 
building a national revolutionary movement led by the 
Indonesian CPo As a participant in two v¥\)r1d congresses 
of the Communist International, he vigorously defended 
his tactical conceptions with respect to the utilization by 
the Communist Party of revolutionary and popular tenden
cies in the, National Islamic movement not only in Indo
nesia but throughout Asia,' In the same period he wrote 
a remarkable, pamphlet in whkh he set forth the strategy' 
tG be employed in the liberation struggle against imperial-_ 
ism in Indonesia. He pointed out that the central region 
on the island of Java would be the principal nerve center 
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of the revolutionary struggle, a prediction which was 
confirmed to the hilt by the post-1945 events. 

In 1925, the Executive Committee of the,CI selected 
him as their representative for all of southeast Asia. He 
left Indoriesia and began his life as a traveller which en
abled him to acquire an extraordinary knowledge of this 
far-flung area of the world. It was during these travels 
that he developed his personal conviction defining the 
Malay Archipelago (the Philippines, Indonesia, New 
Guinea and the peninsula of Malacca) as the zone of 
revolutionary struggle in southeast Asia. 

Beginning with J 923, the internal situation in Indo
nesia was rapidly deteriorating. Reaction increased its 
pressure on the toiling masses while mercilessly persecut
ing the communist militants. The workers were rapidly 
becoming radicalized. In December 1925 the leadership 
oi the Indonesian CP decided to make preparations for an 
early irtsurre..;tion. In Ma.rch 1926 they sent un emissary 
to Tan Malakka, who was then located in Manila, to dis
cuss the tact'cs for the insurrection. Tan Malakka took a 
position agai.lst the whole plan on the basis that the timing 
was wrong and the organization not mature. ,It seems that 
this opinion of Tan Malakka was 11pt transmitted to the 
leadership i'.1 I ndonesia. I n any case; the in6urrection 
broke out !n November 1926 in Java and 'in western 
Sumatra in January 1927. After a bloody struggle, it was 
crushed by Dutch in:tperialism. 

Tan Malakka's break with the Cl dates from this time. 
In June 1927 he founded the P.A.R,1. (party of the Indo
ne~ian Republic) in Siam which was clearly communist in 
character. He was'then to experience years of travelling 
which 'took him as far as Aden on the one side and to 
Japan on the other; l1iring out as a stoker on ships that 
plied the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, working as a 
coolie and a servant, crossing the Pacific Ocean as a 
stowaway and making the acquaintance of innun)erable 
jails. It was only in 194.5, after having patiently bided 
his time for 18 years, that he was able to resume open 
political activity in Indonesia. 

Evolution of the Peoples Front 
Although documentary material on the political his

toryof the Indonesian Republic from 1945 to 1949 is still 
extremely inadequate and although we only know of the 
activity of Tan Malakka through notes, letters, and articles 
in periodicals which. are often garbled, we (an nevertheless 
n~trace the essential stages of this activity from therevo
Jutionary leadership of the Indonesiari Peoples Front Or
ganization, through the con~titution of the Peoples Revo
hJtibnary Movement to the' formation of the Proletarian 
Party of Indonesia. J'he very names of these three organ
izations clearly illustrate the political evolution of Tan. 
1V1alakka and of the whole Indonesian revolutionary van .. 
guard trom the beginning of the Indonesian revolution to 
the present day.' . 

The Peoples Front was forI)'led on January 15, 1946 in 
Surakarta in central Java as a united front organization 
in which 140 p~rties, organizations and groups of all types 
participated. This figure is proof of the extremely vigorous 

political life which ch.aracterizes the I ndonesian revolu
tion: It can be said without exaggeration that not since 
the Spanish revolution has there been a comparable up
surge of the workers anywhere in the world. 

Tan Malakka himself took the initiative in the forma
tion of th~ I ndonesian Peoples Front which was compos'ed 
of the principal political organizations and Republican 
army detachments. He was its main leader. The aim of 
the organization was to constitute a united front of the 
.entire national revolutionary movement for the purpose 
of winning th~ complete independence of Indonesia and 
conducting the struggle against imperialism. At the time 
Tan Malakka was not associated with any party in par
ticular but he attempted to defend his· program within the 
Peoples Front which was published in the Tribune, March 
5, 1949, organ of the Dutch section of the Fourth Inter
national as a reprint from the February 1946 Indonesian 
paper, Pari. The program consisted of the following 
points: 

1. Centrali{ation into one organi.{ation or one front 
of the whole national movement for the purpose of winning 
complete independence for Indonesia.' 

2. Complete freedom of discussion for all parties with. 
in the front. 

3. Prohibition of all interv.ention of foreign capital in 
the Indonesian economy. 

4. Planned organiiatzon of consumption and produc:. 
tion. Elimination of the Indonesian bourgeoisie from the 
direction of the economy. . . 

This . transitional program, which is not identical in 
every point with the program of the Fourth International, 
nevertheless constitutes an enormous improvement over all 
the Stalinist conceptions regarding IIth~ revolution by 
stages" which poisoned the revolutionary movement of 
the Far East for decades. At the same time it reveals an 
inadequate understanding oL the need for an independent 
organization of the proletariat within the national revo
lutionary movement, a conception moreover which Tan 
Malakka' had previously defended at the' Fourth Congress 
of the Communist International. 

Shortly thereafter the Peoples Front came into conflict 
with the policy of collaboration with Dutch imperialism 
pursued by the Sjahrir government. The official left wing 
parties, such as the Sp, the CP and the Workers Party. 
quickly broke away: Then the official right wing parties 
also came to terms with th~ government and split from 
the Peoples Front. The laher retained only a few left 
socialist groups' and a few radical petty bourgeois organiza
tions; al1 under the leadership of Tan Ma1akka. 

The government, led by the social democrat Sjahrir 
however considered this opposition dangerous enough to 
arrest Tan Malakka twice, the second time as a result of 
the kidnapping of Sjahrir' by a detachment of the Repub
Iicanarmy (T.R\.I.) on June' 27, 1946. This kidnapping 
was slanderously attributed to the Peoples Front and all of 
its leaders were imprisoned. They were freed aga.in for 
"lack of evidence" in the summer of 1948. 

Peoples Revolutionary Movenlent 
The revolutionary elements did not reiax their activities 
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during the time their leaders were in prison, They founded 
the Peoples Revolutionary Movement (Revolutionary Gera
kan Rakjat, GRR), One of the leaders of the GRR was a 
former member of the Dutch parliament, Roestam Effendi, 
who had broken with the CPo The headquarters of 'the 
G RR was established' in Slirakarta, ip central Java. The 
organization numbered some 60,000 members. Its president, 
Suk'\rni, was the former secretary of the Peoples Front. 
GRR Was composed of a number of small groupings as 
well as two more important parties, the Peoples Party 
(Partai Rakjat) and the Independent Workers Pa'rty 
(Partai Buruh Merdeka). Tqe Peopl~s Party was char
acterized as follows by Merd~ka, the organ of the Indo
nesian Press Service, published in New Delhi, India (Nov
ember 1948): 

"Most of the supporters of the lt~ft wing, political op
ponents of Sjahrir (Social Democrat) and Sjahrafuddin 
(Stalinist) are ranged behind this party. In keeping with 
its anti-capitalist principles, this party' opposes with all 
its str~ngth the development of capitalism 'in Indonesia, 
even an Indonesian capitalism. Its principal aim is the 
building of an independent Indon'esian Republic bas'ed on 
soci al ism." 

It should also be a&led that the GRR had an important 
following' in the army and was supported by a fighting 
force, the Lasjkar Rakjat Djajarta Raya (Peoples Army of 
Jokarta Raya). This army was the backbone of the par
tisan armies which operated in provinces occupied by the 
Dutch. 

Hardly had Tan Malakka been freed in June 1948, 
becoming the political leader of the GRR, than the Stal
inist putsch occurred in Madioen. This putsch, as well 
as Stalinist policy as a whole in Indonesia, deserves sep
arate treatment. It suffices here to point out that the putsch 
was a miserable failure, the Stalinists having acted alone in 
complete isolation' from the mass~s of the country. But the 
defeat of the putsch was the signal both for the unleash
ing of a vicious reaction in the republic, in which 20,000 
workers regardless of political affiliation were imprisoned, 
and for imperialism which felt that its hour had struck 
for what it cynically called "the second police action," 
meaning the all-out aggression of December 1948 directed 
at eliminating trye Republic from the map of Indonesia 
and re-establishing a slightly camouflaged colonial regime. 

The Proletarian Party 
Tan Malakka's influence grew constantly during this 

entire period which was a period of ideological andJOr
ganizational regroupment of the proletariat and of the 
revolutionary vanguard. The result of this regroupment 
was the formatio~ in October 1948 of the Proletarian Party 
(Partai Murba) of which ,Tan Malakka was the unchal
lenged leader and in whose ranks were gathered most of his 
former lieutenants from the Peoples Front days. The 
Peoples Revolutionary Movement dissolved itself into the 
Proletarian' Party and became a decisive section of the 
new organization. 

The new party numbered some 80,000 members at the 
time of its formation and was generally considered as the 

third pa rty in Indonesia. Its influence was reflected in the 
fact that a number of newspapers in Surakarta and in 
Jogjakarta (capital of the Indonesian Republic) declared 
in its favor. It held its second convention on November 8, 
1948 in JQgjakarta and adopted the following minimum 
program (reported in the Indonesian paper, Berita Indo
nesia, November 15, 1948): 

1. Not to engage in any negotiations until all im
perialist troops are e'vacuated fro111 Ind01zesia and then 
only 071 tbe basis of completel indepe1ldence. . 

2. Formation of a government responsive to the inter
ests and tbe will of the people. 

3. Formation of a people's army by the arming of 
the people. 

4. Expropriation and operation of all imperialist en
terprises (probab~)' plantations}. 

5. Sei{ure and operation of all enemy factories. 
6. Institution of a regime of economic well-being for 

the people. 

The Second Partisan War 
Several weeks later', on December 18, 1948, the imperial

ist assault occurred. The Republican armies retreated to 
the mountainous regions, more conducive to guerrilla 
warfare. In short order these guerrillas engaged in more 
widespread actions, constantly closing in on the imperial
ist army thus compelling the UN to intervene through 
its "Good Offices Commission" to avert a complete 
debacle for the imperialist army. The influence of the 
Partai Murba and Tan Malakka in the partisan war be
came more and more decisive, especially on the island 
of Java. It was at this point that the Associated Press 
correspondent cabled on March 27, 194.9 that "the veteran 
Tan Malakka is leading a movement which. may be dif
ficult to control in the future." 

It thus becomes clear why the "official" Indonesian 
authorities were to attempt to eliminate this revolutionary 
influence at any cost while preparing to liquidate the 
partisan movement and to once again conclude a rotten 
compromise with the government at The Hague. That is 
why they assassinated Tan Malakka. But although this 
crime is a very heavy blow to the Indonesian revolution~ 
ary masses and although it is' a heavy mortgage on 
the future of this movement, it has not succeeded in de
stroying it. 

We learn, on the contrary, that after the conclusion of 
the Van, Royen-Roum agreement which (officially) put an 
end to the partisan war, the leadership of the Proletarian 
Party met "somewhere in the environs of Jogjakarta" in 
June 1949 and denounced the agreement. Two tendencies 
found expression at this meeting, one in favor of the un
interrupted prosecution of the partisan war and the other 
for a temporary cessation of the armed struggle and a turn 
to political opposition. 

, Naturally we cannot give an opinion on these tactical 
differences without a concrete analysis' of the situation. 
But the evacuation of Jogjakarta by the imperialist army, 
considered a sign-al victory by the masses, certainly does 
not create an unfavorable atmosphere for. the development 
and deepening of the revolutionary tendencies. 
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It is the duty of the cadres of the Fourth International, 
especially in the Far East, to assist the Indogesian revo
lutionary vanguard in its work of programmatic clarifica
tion while expre?sing in practice their complete and un
qualified solidarity with the magnificent example of anti
imperialist struggle and courage exhibited by these tenden
cies. Therein will be the contribution of the Fourth Inter
national in keeping Tan Malakka alive not orily in the 
memory of the Asiatic proletariat but also in an organiza
tion capable of completing his life work: the destruction of 
imperialist domination over the I ndonesian masses. 

* * * 
Since this article was written we have come across a 

report on the communist movement in ~ ndonesia in the 
Catholic paper, De Volkskrant, on July 18, in which the 
author, speaking of the four parties claiming to be com
munist, states: 

"For tbe time being Sukarni is the leader of tbe Partai 
iHurba (the communist party which did not participate 
in the revolt-of the Stalinists-because it did not feel tbat 
the time 'Was ripe). 1I0wever its real leader is still Tan 
Malakka who, despite all ?lews to the contrary, is not dead. 
It is certain, that' tbey killed someone who resembled bim. 
He bimself is nO'W living somewhere in eastern Java. Su
karni is now in tbe l1eighborbood of Jogjakarta . ... " 

Zionism and The Middle East 
The Aftermath of th e Jewish-Arab Wa'r 

By s. MUNIER (A Report from Israel) 

The course of events in the/Middle East since the crea
tion of the Jewish State over a year ago should shake two 
great illusions held by large sections of the international 
working class: (I) that imperialism was defeated by the 
cleation of a new independent state in an anti-imperialist 
struggle; (2) that the existence of this Jewish State has a 
progressive influence on the working class and the labor 
movement in the Arab countries of the Middle East. 

J t is important to make clear to every socialist in the 
\\orld that without the support of Anglo-American imperial
i~;m the State of Israel could not have bee~Hounded. 

I-lad not the US delegation to the UN influenced and 
bribed a certain number of delegations of small states, 
11 aiti, Philippines and others: had not the US govern
ment allowed Israel to be supplieJ with money and ma
terials so it could pay in dollars for Czechoslovakian arms; 
had it not given the new state recognition within a few 
hours of its creation; had not the British army tolerated the 
opening of the road to Jerusalem by conquest and evacua
tion of the Arab villages along this rpad (on M~rch 2, 1948, 
Br~tish troops joined the Hagana to break up an Arab block 

'at Bab al Wad, then early in April it failed to intervene 
when military actions along the road began, then on April 
6 the British brought some supply trains into the city, etc.); 
.had the B.ritish army not come to the rescue of the Jewish 
settlements Dan and Kfar Szold in Upper Galilee on the 
9th of January; and last but not least, had not the first 
truce which was imposed by the UN in June 1948 saved 
Jewish Jerusalem from starvation and military collapse
had not all this happened the State of I srael could not have 
come in to being. 

The aim of Anglo-American imperialism was to creat~ 
a force which would play the same role in the framework 
of the Middle East as a whole that Zionism had played for 
30 years in Palestine. As a focus for chauvinist hate it 
would serve to divert the revolutionary struggles of the 
Middle Eastern Arab masses from anti-imperialist into 
racial or religious channels. But since th~ balance of ,powe~ 

(or perhaps rather the balance of impotence) between 
Arabs and Jews in Pillestine had been disturbed by the 
development of the last year, and since a device had to he 
found to cope with the rising labor movement all over the 
Middle East, a. new balance had to be created between a 
Jewish State and the Arab states which surrounded it. 

Only in this light can the seemingly wavering policy of 
the US government be understood. On November 29" 
1947, the UN Assembly adopted the resolution to partition 
Palestine and to c'reate a Jewish State. The signal had been 
given: the next day fighting between Arabs and Jews began 
in Palestine. But something went wrong with the plan in its 
initial stage in most of the Arab countries: demonstrations 
were directed mainly against foreign companies and estab
lishments, including the Soviet Union because of its sup
port of partition, and the Communist Party, whose offices 
in Damascus were wrecked. Only where they ruled directly 
did the British succeed at the time in turning these riots 
against the Jewish minority, e.g., in the British Crown
Colony of Aden anti-partition demonstrators killed 75 
Jews and wounded many more. 

The fighting between Jews and Arabs in Palestine early 
in 1948 showed clearly that, on the Palestinian scale, the 
Jews were militarily stronger. The cause for Arab weakness 
was not only because of the feudal structure of Arab society 
in general, but also the reactionary Arab leadership which 
had deliberately prevented the growth of any mass move
ment similar to that of 1936-39 in fear of the working class 
which had emerged during World War I I. The question 
was now: Will the Arab governments of the surrounding 
countries intervene? 

On January 12, 1948, British diplomatic sources in 
London confirmed the report that Great Britain was sup
plying arms to Egypt, Iraq and Trans-Jordan according to 
"treaties," but still the will and ability of these governments 
to invade Palestine remained doubtful. They needed new 
encouragement which came in the form of the American 
declaration at the UN in March 1948 renouncing ,parti-
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tion and favoring trusteeship. This declaration, together 
with the conspicuous helplessness of the UN apparatus to 
implement its own decision, induced the governments of the 
Middle East to make a bid for the position of sole agent 
of Anglo-American imperialism in the Middle East to the 
exclusion of the Zionist leadership. 

But in the course of their invasion, after May 15, 
when the Trans-Jordan Arab Legion threatened to defeat 
Je\vish Jerusalem and the Egyptian ann)' reached the 
southern Jewish colonies on the gateway to Tel Aviv, the 
first truce was imposed giving the Jews a needed respite 
to organize their army, to import weapons and to supply 
Jerusalem. The aim of the truce was to create a balance of 
power, not to .create the opportunity for a decisive military 
victory of the Jews .over the Arab armies. British officers 
continued to serve with the Ar!lb Legiol), and Egypt and 
Syria continued to buy arms in several European Marshall 
Plan countries. 

NeW' truces \vere imposed as the need arose to maintain 
this balance of power. 

The last one was imposed when Israeli forces moved intc 
Egyptian territory and threatened the annihilation of the 
whole Egyptian force in Palestine, whose collapse would 
have had seriolls social repercussions in Egypt. In the 
meantime the creation of the Arab refugee problem, together 
with quarrels over boundaries,' resulted in enough tension 
between Israel and the Arab countries for American di
plomacy to undertakc the "pacification" of the Middle East 
for the time being by the conclusion of a "permanent truce" 
in Rhodes. 

New Phase of Iluperialist Penetration 
Ilowcver, thc creation of the State of Israel as a diversion 

for the Arab masses of the Middle East from the anti
imperialist struggle, was not the only gain for Anglo
American imperialism from the war and the new balance of 
power. An important by-product of last year's events was 
the exhaustion of resources and reserves of almost all the 
Middle Eastern governments. Benefiting from the war
time prosperity of "Todd \Var I I, the Arab bourgeoisie all 
o,:er the Middle East and especially in Egypt gained 
strength and resources, considerably' improving their bar
gaining position vis-a-vis British imperialism. 

Britain ,had to ·be very "generous," as the Ecollo'mist 
puts it. in its sterling agreement with Egypt Egypt could 
afford to quit the sterling bloc and Syria the franc bloc. 
Although general economic trends (e.g., the new influx of 
imported goods which compete with the products of the 
newly established native industries) were the main cause 
for the end of the war-time boom, the Palestinian war 
played an important partin the disruption of government 
finances and the dwindling of state resources. 

The reserve fund of the Egyptian government at the 
end of the financial year 1946-47 amounted to about 70 
·million Egyptian pounJs. Fil\ancial circles in. Egypt es
timated the expenditure of the Palestinian war (which has 
to bc covered by the reserve fund) at 30 million pounds. 
.\n additional 8 miI1ion pounds were voted by thc' Egyptian 
purliamcnt for extraordinary military expenditure in April 
1949. Together \vith drawings on the reserve fund for the 

so-called "5-year plan" (approximately 10 million pounds 
yearly), thi.s fund will now be diminished by six-sevenths, 
i.e., it will have fallen. to 10 million pounds. 

No figures have been published about the expenditures 
of the Iraq goverriment on the Palestinian war, but the 
deficit on the state budget for 1948-49 in consequence of 
this war has been estimated at IS million Iraqi 'dinars 
(pounds sterling). (The whole regular budget amounted to 
25 million dinars including 10 million dinars ordinary ex
pfnditure on defcnse.) In r raq the war causcd a financial 
crisis which threatens the country \vith "cconomic chaos"
a~' the Arab News Agency put it. 

Syrian reserves had already been exhausted before 1949. 
I n the financial year of 1949-50 the Syrian budget amounted 
to 129 million Syrian pounds (approximately 14.3 million 
pounds sterling). Syria's expenditurc on defense in the same 
year had been fixed at 39.5 million pounds sterling plus 
J 5 million pounds sterling on internal security. Rut after 
the coup d'etat the new dictator increased the defense budg
et, to the fantastic sum of 70 million pounds sterling, i.e., 
to more than half the budget which together \\'ith expen
ditures on internal security amounts to 650;0 of the budget. 

Although Lebanon also had to increase its military 
c:-:penditures tremendously, the main burden it had to 
assume from the Palestinian war was expenditures on 
Palestinian Arab rcfugees which amounted to more than 
half thcLebanesc budget. The official figures given for the 
expenditure on the Trans-Jordan Arab Lcgion during the 
Illst year were 3.5 million pOllnds sterling. I t was declared 
that these costs are to be met from the surplus of the coming 
years' budgets; the entire budget of poor Trans-Jordan for 
this year amounts only to 2,430,000 pounds. 

I t goes without saying that the Arab governments of the 
]\1 iddlc Eastern countries did all they could to shift the 
burden of these huge expenditures on their suppressed 
masses. Special taxes on essential consumer goods were in
troduced in' sevcral of the above-mentioned countries. But 
these alone were not enough to sce the Arab feudals and 
bou rgeoisie through their poIit~cal adventure in Palestine, 
or to cure thc financial ills of their states which had been 
aggravated by the war with Israel. 

As a result, the Middle East has been swept by a new 
\\,ave of intcrnational·-mainly American--Ioans and in
vestments I'eminiscent of the good old days of imperialist 
expansion in this part of the world. A special mission visited 
the Middle East on· behalf of the International Bank to 
explore the possibilities of outlets for American capital· in 
this region which, according to American sources. has be
come the inain market along with Africa, for US cap.ital 
investment. 

The first item. of course, on the list of the new imperial
ist expansion is oil. The situation in Syria arising out of 
the Palestinian war finally convinced the ruling classes in 
this country that they need the royalties of the oil com
panie~ .. / n May 1949, the agreement with the Trans-Arabian 
Pipeline Co. was ratified after having been opposed by 
popular demonstrations and the Syrian parliament for many 
months. \Vh ile Ilew oil cOllcessions arc being offered to 
American companies, British companies arc exploring the 
possibilities of investment in the Latakia harbor and the 
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Euphrates water schemes. Other American oil companies 
are feverishly 'exploiting Egyptian oil resources on Imth 
shores of the Gulf of Suez, while at the same time American 
,capital is not neglecting the possibilities of the iron industry 
near Assuan and development schemes of the Nile. 

However, together with oil, the main channel of invest
ment today is government loans through the I nternationaI 
Bank or the' I mport-Export Bank of _ the US. Various 
sources have re'ported that I raq is requesting a loan from 
the International Bank of between 48 million and 100 
million dollars. At the same time, the Iraqian government 
is negotiating a loan from Britain of 15-20 million pounds 
sterling. According to a report of the Egyptian paper al 
Misri, 'Egypt has requested a loan of 1.5 million pounds 
from the International Bank. Israel, whose economy has 
been exhausted by the war and the new mass immigration 
at least as much as the Arab countries, has already been 
given a loan of 100 milli,on dollars by the US. Thus the 
Palestinian war has created an atmosphere conducive to 
this new wave of imperialist penetration. 

At the same time, the bourgeoisie of the Arab countries 
has lost many of the strong positions it gained during World 
War I I. The large accumulation of capital resulting from 
the military expenditures of the allies, the absence of com .. 
petition from for.eign goods, and the decline of British i~pe
rialism generally, tremendously strengthened the barga1l1mg 
position of the Arab bourgeoisie, especiall.y ~gy~t, in relati~n 
to British imperialism. One of the mdlcahons of thIS 
process, for instance, was the promulgation of the Egyptian 
Company Law which went into effect on November 4, 1947. 
According to this law at least 4.o/,0 of the directors of any 
Egyptian joint stock company' must be Egyptians; the 
number of Egyptian employees not less than 75/,0 and 
their total compensation not less than 65/'0; and .the total 
of Egyptian workers shall not be less than 9O/'0 and their 
total compe,nsation not less than 80/'0' Firm~ were given 
three years' grace to bring their pe'rcentage of Egyptians 
employed up to the presc'ribed level. ' Moreover, at least 
5 I/,o of the shares of new joint stock companies and, of new 
capital investment were to be earmarked for EgyptIans. , 

However, the first trial of strength showed the inability 
of the Egyptian bourgeoisie to implement the new law. 
\\fhen the Suez Canal company defied the law,' a special 
agreement was signed between this company a.nd the Eg~p
tian government on March 7, 1949, accordmg to whIch 
Egypt gets only 5 instead of 11 new seats on the poard of 
directors (of the 32 directors at present only twa. are Egyp
tians) and' that not in the course of three but of fifteen 
years! The strengthening of the Egyptian element among 
the employees is ,mentioned only in general ,terms, pe~ .. 
'centages being fixed only for new employees WIthout speCI
fying any time limit. Nothing is said in the agreement 
about 'the share of Egyptians in new capital investment. 
Mr. Tuck, formerly US Ambassador to Egypt, became a 
member of the Board of Directors of the Suez Canal 
Company. 

Thus the domination of the Egyptian and other Middle 
Eastern companies by foreign capital has been enormously 
strengthened during the last year while the native bour-

geoisie has, been unable to make any serious move in the 
direction of creating the necessary base for an independent 
national economy. 
The Palestinian War ... · Political 
Asset for Impe~ia1ism 

Facilitating the new wave of economic penetration, the 
Palestinian war has also aided the imperialist powers by 
strengthening their political position in the Arab East, 
The general surge of chauvinism created QY this war has 
been very llseful in diverting the anti-imperialist mood of 
the Arab masses all over the Middle East against the 
Jewish and other minorities in these countries. Hanging 
0f Jews in I raq and death sentences for those who fled the 
country, persecution of the Jewish communities of Damas
cus and Aleppo in Syria, the confinement of many Egyptian 
Jews to concentration camps and confiscation of their 
property-all this created a suitable atmosphere for im
perialism to carry out its political schemes. 

The failure' of the Security Council of the UN in Sep
tember 194.7 to concede the Egyptian case provoked huge 
demonstrations involving, among others, the workers and 
employees of the Egyptian Army Workshop. But a year 
biter, in October 1948, no reaction whatsoever followed the 
British declaration that Hin view of the international situa
tion" Britain wa,S not prepared to withdraw troops from 
Egypt in keeping with its own commitments. On the con
trary, the feudal clique governing Egypt by military dicta
torship was able to retain office during all this time without 
even trying to win the support of the masses by promising 
to ameliorate their social plight or to free Egypt from impe
rialist domination-such promises were made by the more 
bourgeois Wafd party. Instead the attention of the masses, 
was diverted to terrorist attacks against non-Egyptian mi
norities~ Under such circumstances the government was even 
able to speak about the revival of the Bevin-Sidqi pact 
which Egypt could not sign in 1946 because of serious 
danger of revolution, 

But if was further south where British imperialism 
dealt its main' blow. Under the cover of the Pale~tinian 
war Britain rapidly consummated the final separatIOn of 
the Sudan from Egypt and the installation of a se~ar~te 
so-called "Legislative Assembly," in the Sudan consls.tI.ng 
mainly of pro-British tribal chiefs appointed by the BntIsh 
Governor. The "~ssembly" is devoid of any power except 
that of agreeing, ex post facto, to all steps taJ<.en ?y the Gov
ernor' it is not even allowed to propose changes 111 the budg
et. N~ action was taken by Egypt when the so-called ((elec_ 
tions" to this assembly were held on November 15, 1948, 
or after it met eady in 1949, except for a dissenti~g state
ment by the Egyptian government. In the mea~tllne,. t~e 
Egyptian bourgeoisie is trying to come to term.s w~th Bntam 
in order to obtain -soine share' in the explOItatIon of th,e 
Sudan. It fears the cooperation of the Sudanese antI
imperialist, national and labor mov.ement, whi~~ gre~ it?
mensely in the recent months, WIth an anti-Impenahst 
movement of the Egyptian workers. ' 

A similar development has taken place during the last 
year in Iraq. Only a year and a half ago, in January 1948, 
huge mass ,demonstrations of workers and students fol-
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lowed the conclusion of the Treaty of Portsmouth between 
Bevin and the pro-British I raqi premier Saleh J abr, con
tirming the right of Britain to use I raq as a military base 
to protect its interests in the Middle East. After a week 
of demonstrations the I raqi regent was obliged to denounce 
th~ treaty, and another week of violent mass movements 
forced the resignation of Sa\eh J abr who fled the country. 
New demonstrations broke out against the British-1'rans
Jordan Treaty of Alliance concluded in March 1948. 

Onc year of war in Palcstine, howc\'cr, sufficcd to alter 
this situation to enable Britain to regain her dominating 
position' in I raqi politics. Beginn ing \vith Qctober 1948, 
pro-British Iraqi politicians penetrated again, one by one, 
into I raqian cabinets, among thcm Shaker ai.- \\fadi (who 
had signed the Portsmouth Treat)· as defense minister). 
New qemonstrations \vere now violently suppressed. The 
process culminated with the selection, on January 6, 1949, 
as premier of Iraq, 'of Nuri Pasha Said, the agent l)ar ex
cellence of British imperialism in the Middle East. 

The course of events in Egypt and I raq during the last 
year shows clearly how dependent the feudal and bourgeois 
classes of the Arab East have become, on imperialist help 
and support. The Palestinian war was ample proof for 
these Classes of the necessity of an alliance with impe
rialism. Yet events have demonstrated not only that these 
classes are incapable of leading any. fight against impe
rialism for the independence of their. countries, but also 
their complete impotence in overcoming the feudalistic 
particularistic tendencies prevailing in the Middle Easf 
The Arab League created by British imperialism mainly 
for the purpose of concentrating the attention of the Middle 
Eastern masses on the problem of Palestine, was hot even 
able to coordinate military operations in the Palestinian 
war. I n the end each front collapsed separately, and open 
rifts arose between the Egyptian and the Hashemite blocs. 

MoreO\'cr, in the course of the last year and a half, com
plete separation between Syria and the Lebanon occurred, 
the borders were closed and customs \-valls erected" the 
Lebanon remaining within the franc bloc ana Syria quit
ting it. (I t should be remembered that even at the time of 
French rule in these countries, which fostered separation 
and quarrels, economic unity between them had always 
been maintained.) If we add, the creatioli of the new dwarf 
state of Israel the picture of the Balkanization of the Middle 
East becomes complete. Imperialism has succeeded in erect
ing boundaries to prevent contact between the labor move- ' 
ment of the different countries of the Arab East on the one 
hand and in order to create blocs according to need, on the 
other hand. 

Setback 'for Labor Movement 
I t would be futile to deny that the period of the last 

yt'ar, from May 1948 to May 194.9, has bel:!n ,a period of 
stagnation of the labor movement in the Arab East, except 
perhaps for 'some countries on the fringe of the Arab states, 
like the Sudan (where strong trade unions came into being 
and took part in the political struggle of the Sudanese anti
imperialist rpovement) or Cyprus which had little connec
tion with the Arab countries and less with the, Palestinian 

war. This stagnation was only natural in face of the crea
tion of Israel, the war and the chauvinistic atmosphere 
connected with it. Nevertheless, the Arab working class 
in the Middle East has not been defeated in a decisive 
struggle and is, therefore, capable of drawing the lessons 
of last year's events. 

In one place of the Middle East, however, changes have 
occurred which are comparable to a major defeat of the 
working class, and that is in Palestine itself. The mass 
'flight of the Arabs, from Ilaifa, the center of .the PaI'estinian 
\':orking class (oil refineries, railway workshops, etc.), and 
flam Jaffa and the rest of the coashll plain,'brought with 
it the complete annihilation of the Arab working class of 
Palestine (together, by the way, with the annihilation of 
all the progressive capitalist' development of p~rts of the 
Arab society in Palestine). The cooperation of Jewish with 
j\rab workers in Haifa dudng the big strikes of govern
ment workers and employees in the spring of 1946, or dur
ing the strike in the oil refineries early in 1947, transcended 
the local arena in its importance. The barrier between 
Jewish and Arab workers built by imperialism, Zionism 
;md Arab reaction, which had been broken from time to 
time as, e.g., by the above-mentioned strikes, has now been 
fortified by political boundaries between belligerent or at 
least· rival states, excluding the physical contact between 
Jewish and A rab workers. 

I n the other countries of the Middle East as well the 
Palestinian war left its marks. f n Egypt the labor move
ment never again reached the climax of February 1946, 
when for some days the \Vorkers' and Students' Committee 
dominated the streets of Cairo and Alexandria. Neverthe
less" new big ,strikes and struggles were still to come. In 
September 1947, for instance, a strike was declared at the 
bIg textile factory in Mehalla al-Kubra where about 30,000 
workers are employed. The strike led to armed clashes with 
the police. On April 5, 1948, however,.it was the police force 
itself which went on strike, demanding improvement of its 
working conditions. I n the strike in Alexandria thousands 
of workers left the factories and organized a huge demon
stration which was joined by the striking policemen, part 
of whom were armed. It took the Egyptian army two days 
to restore order after martial law had" been declared. f t 
should be stressed that this strike was only the culm'ination 
of a. whole se~ies of strikes and disputes at oil companies, 
t~xtlle fa~tones: sllga~r mills. <\nd transport companies 
(I.e., the Suez Canal Co.) whICh broke out in March and 
April, 1948. 

One month later, however, 'in May 1948, the invasion 
into Palestina began and martial law was declared. A 
new drive was launched against independent trade union 
,~ctivity and arrests of workers and left-wing intellectuals 
followed. I I uge concentration camps were erected for all 
who had communist records, one of them at al-Tor-the 
place of exile for criminals famous for its high rate of mor
tality! Thus the Palestinian war brought with it a slowdown 
01: wor.king class .trade union and political activity because 
01 poltce repressIOn and martial law which was extended 
in May 1949 for' a 'full year after the cessation of hostilities. 
Moreover, ,the Egyptian government and ruling classes, 
who have always tried to convince the Egyptian masses that 
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communism is a movement of non-Egyptian minorities 
living in Egypt, now made the attempt to connect it with 
Israel i and Zion ist espionage. 

Yet in Egypt, unlike some oth~r countries, the attempt 
to concentrate the attention of the masses on the Palestinian 
war and the Zionist danger has to a large degree failed. 
\Velcome as this fact is for future strug'gles of the Egyptian 
working class. it was partly the consequence of a certain 
apathy on the part of organized labor in Egypt toward 
the labor movement in the other Arab countries. because of 
the failure of Stalinist trade union leaders to coordinate 
the organization and struggles of organized labor all ov.er 
the Middle East. • 

The crusade against the working class and the labor 
movement swept Syria and I raq as well. All trade unions 
not connected with the government were ruthlessly sup
pressed and many of their leaders arrested. Two weeks 
after the UN resolution on partitio~· of Palestine the Com
munist (Stalinist) Party of Syria was outlawed. In Iraq 
there followed a series of executions of readers and mem
bers of the illegal Stalinist organization. Even in the 
Lebanon. where the Stalinists had been allowed a larger 
degree of freedom; Mustafa al-Aris, one of their leaders 
and the representative of the Middle Eastern trade unions 
in the' WFTU was arrested on November )9, 1948. 

Y ~t while t~e ~or~ing class in Egypt underwent only 'a 
c~rtaI~ stagn.atIon m .Its activity because ot police suppres
SIOn, In Syna and I raq the labor movement suffered a 
considerable moral setback. One of the main reasons for this 
was .t?e support ~iven by the Soviet bureaucracy to the 
partItIOn of PalestIne at the UN. The Syrian ruling classes 
succeeded in inducing the demon$trators against partition ' 
Gn December 1, ) 947, the day after the decision was made 
to attack Stalinist headquarters in Damascus. The Syria~ 
and I raqian Stalinists, who always had been the most 
ardent opponents of partition, connecting it, not unreason
a bly, with the whole. imperialist scheme of enslavement 
of th~; Middle E.~st (pointing to the fact that partition goes 
hand In ~and wIth the Greater Syria Scheme), ceased their 
opposition overnight because of the Russian position and 
made one of. t?ei,r famous 180 degree turns. A few years 
~g?, the S~ahmsts were engaged in forming common com
mlt!eeS' wIth feudal and. chauvinistic 'parties, in Iraq, 
Syna .and Palestine to fight partition and Zionism. Thus 
it was not too. difficult for the ruling reactionary govern
ments of Syna and I raq to identify communism with 
Zionism in the eyes of the masses, adding a moral defeat 
~o police. suppression. Stalinism was deserted by ·many6f 
Its promInent leaders in Syria, the Lebanon; I raq and the 
Arab parts of Palestine, who went over to the camp of the 
ruling class reaction. 

.More?v:r, in Syria and Iraq the ruling feudal' 'agents 
of Impe.r~alIsm succe~ded to a certain degree in infecting 
the polItIcally COn.SCIOUS masses of the towns with their 
~hauvinist P?ison. The demonstrations in Baghdad, for 
ms~~nce, w.h~c? de~ounced the reintroduction of the pro
BrItIsh polItIcIans mto the I raqian cabinet, did not voice 
aI?Y opposition to the Palestinian adventure of the Iraqian 
army but on the contrary called for the continuation of the 

war against' the Jews .. One factor strengthening thi~ tre,lld 
of chauvinism was that, unlike the Egyptian army, neither 
the Syrian nor the Iraqian army suffered a major defeat Qn 
the Palestinian battlefield. Thus the recovery of the Syrian 
and Iraqian labor movements may be more difficult and 
pain.ful than that of the Egyptians. 

Total Bankruptcy of Stalinist Policy 
The events in the Middle East during the last two years, 

the fate of the Stalinist parties in this part of the world, 
and the turn in the policies of th~se parties which occurred 
since Russia changed her attitude toward the various 
trends in Middle Eastern politics, prove only too clearly 
the total bankruptcy of the Stalinist program pursued for 
more than a decade and a half in the Arab countries. In 
a.ccordance with their world policy, the Stalinists in the 
Ar ab East refrained from any independent working class 
policy, flattered the feudal and bourgeois nationalist lead
ers, lrieq to form ((popular fronts". with them and preached 
"national unity." Examp'les of how the Arab Stalinists 
omitted socialism from t~eir program, how they even re
nounced the demand to divide the feudal estates, how they 
opposed strikes in ((national-establishments,!' how Itnational 
unity" became their main aim would fill a book. We shall 
therefore confine ourselves to the attitude of the Arab Stal. 
inists toward ,the two forces which played the main role 
in the Arab East in carrying out the imperialist ~an to 
incite t~e Palestinian' war: the Palestinian' Arab leadership 
and the Arab League. 

The attempt to induce the reactionary feudal Palestinian 
Arab leadership into a tlnational unity" alliance with the 
Stalinist organizatidn, the ((League for National Freedom,~' 
was the basic line of policy of the Palestinian Arab Stal
inists. (At ;the same 'time the Jewish Stalinists kept their 
own separate organization, the "Communist Party of· Pal
estin~:: under the Zionist blue and .white'flag.) When the 
party of the Mufti, the so-called "Arab Party," officially 
resumed activity after the war, the secretary of the Stal
inist "League" sent them the following. telegram: liThe 
League for National Freedom in Palestine sends you its 
cG1iFfratulations on your decision to resume activity by your 
nattol1a! partya,,!~ w: believe that this decision will help 
tis all tn the untftc,atwn of the efforts' to serve our dear 
fatherland" (al-Ittihad, No. I). 

. I n order not to do them an injustice, however, we should 
repott that the Stalinists suppor~ed others"besides the most 
reactionary exponents of feudal interests in Palestine, the 
party ofth~ Mufti,. When Mussa al-Alami, who later be~ 
came the .leader of a somewhat more urban opposition to 
the MuftI party, was named representative. of the Pales
tin ian Arabs in the parleys for the formation of the Arab 
Leagu~, the ~talinist organ wrote: ((The Arab people in 
Palesttn~ see tn the'election of Mussa al.Alami as its rep
.rt~sent~ttve at theu talks a first step, and a big step, in the 
dtrectton of national unity in Palestine." (aI-Ittihad, No. 
ZL) (Today al-Alami is the mouthpiece' of Britain and 
K}ng Abdullah-S. M.) 

The Stalinist attitude toward the Arab League was no 
better. After it had been formed, the Egyptian Stalinists 
wrote in their paper, Ital-Fagr al-Gadid" May 16, 1945): 
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"The Arab League . • • constitutes a support to the 
dominating world trend of this epoch which signifies the 
struggle a~ainst fascist imperialism ••.• The Arab League 
d.oes,not restrict the sovereign national rights of its mem
bers. It g!Jarantees these' rights, and strengthens them 
and defends them against any violation. MDreDver, it 

works for the achievement Df the national rights of the 
member nations and fulfills their hopes for freedom and 
independence. There can be nD dDubt that the Arab League 
will s,ucceed to achieve this aim as lDng as its pDlicy is 
based on connecting the Arab natiDnal, cause with the 

general internationall situation, and as long as it believes 
that history 'pushes forcefuilly fDrward i towards the 
strengthening of peoples' freedoms and the fortificatiDn 
of their national rights •••• " 

,With such a poiicy, there can be no doubt that the 
~talinists. of the Arab East. did their share in strengthening 
tl1e prestIge of those leaders who on the Arab side were re
sponsible for carrying out the imperialist plan of racial 
war and. working class suppression in the Middle East. 

With the c~a.nge ?f atti~ude of Russian foreign policy, 
the Arab Stahmsts ImmedIately followed suit. A leaflet 
published early in April 1949, and signed by the Stalinist 
parties of some Middle Eastern countries, stated: liThe 
Palestinian war bas proved beyond discussion that' the 
"Arab League' is only a tool in the band 0/ imperialismJ 

a den at betrayal and intrigues against tbe Arabpeoples." 
I t seems that~ I?or~ th.an anything else, the Arab League 
b~trayed StahmstIlluslOns. Nevertheless, the same leaflet 
stIll sReaks about "national, unity" and a "popular front," 
~lth~ugh apparently the new partner to betray the new 
IllusIOns has not been decided on. 

On the Palestinian arena the turn was even sharper. The 
same Arab Stalinists, who had hailed the Mufti party and 
Mussa al-Alami, now merged-inside the State of Israel
with the Jewish Stalinist party and joined the Jewish Stal
inists in hailing and praising the establishment of this 
state. Their common program for the elections 'to the Jew
ish parliament began with the words: "From suppression we 
have emerged to freedom!" All that was lacking wls an 
open repudiation of their former policy. 'But this was soon 
remedied. in an Arabic pamphlet published in SeptembeJ 
)1948, "Wby must we tight lor Arab State in Palestine" (in 
accordance with the UN resolution on partition): 

"We ourselves have a share in the responsibility (for 
the c2ltastrophe of Arab society iri Palestine) because of 
~he mistake in our policy of national unity. Our deman<f 
for complete national unity comprising the leadership of 
the national movement together with sincere national ele
ments was in reality a cover for the treason of this le"der
ship. Our duty should have been to uncover its real char
acter before the masses with explicitness and courage in 
order to re~ove it from'leading the people and to prevent 
it from carrying out its \ abominable crimes." 
How right-but how belated! Yet the 'Old betrayed love 

affair was to come to an end only for a new one to begin...:
the signs are already discernible. \\fhen the Israeli army 
took the Egyptian village Abu-Ageila in December 1948. it 
came upon an Egyptian, concentration camp full of Arab 
Stalinists from Hebron, Gaza, and other places which had 
been occupied by the Egyptian, army. Although they had 
been interned for opposing the war, they were not' set 
free but were transferred at once to an I sraeli "Concentra
tion. Glmp where they remain interned to this (by. 

What Next? 
As we have seen, the Palestinian war was a further 

step in the direction of the Balk~nization of th~ Middle 
East. Anglo-American imperialism succeeded in creating 
a situation in which it was able to deal separately with each 
state in the easiest way in order to carry out its economic 
and political plans. The war provided the opportunity 
for the'suppression of the working class in the Arab East, 
and Stalinist policy did its share in demoralizing the labor 
movement. The question now before the revolutionary com
munist movement in the Middle East is: What are the 
prospects for the Middle East working class in the near 
future? 

Like every historical process, recent de~elopments in the 
Middle East will not lack in dialectically opposite effects. 
Postwar reopening of the connections between the Middle 
East and Europe and America have caused a considerable 
crisis in native industries which developed during the 
war. Syria has been suffering· from severe unemployment 
and Egyptian industry, especially textiles, is threatened by 
the lack of home'markets and feels the need of exporting 
and competing with foreign goods. 

Yet the main working class concentrations in this part 
of the world have always been the establishments of foreign 
capital. The new investment d'rive of foreign, mainly 
American, capital (oil, development schemes, etc.)' will 
bring with it new large concentrations of workers, and 
working class organization. Moreov.er, the inter-Middle 
Eastern scale of these investments and ,schemes will con
front the Arab working class with the urgent need of co
ordinating the struggle in the different countries of the 
Arab East. It should be'noted that the only strike.in these 
countries which surpassed the boundaries fixed by imperial
ism was a strike in the I raq Petroleum Co. which operates 
all over the Middle East. 

At the same time, the difficulties which the Middle 
Eastern countries will face in supply and. marketing will 
reveal the extreme hardships suffered by the masses of the 
l\1iddle East .because of imperialist partitioning. It goes 
without saying that· in the case of, a new world economic 
crisis' this hardship will become a catastrophe for the 
masses of the Middle East. 

Politically, too, the Palestinian war, will have not only 
the immediate consequences described above. It is true, 
chauvinism has been fostered, a state of permanent tension 
has been created,the' Middle East has, been divided even 
more than it had been before. But one thing has been 
proved by the Palestinian war: the complete dependence 
of the Middle East bourgeoisie and feud.al chieftains on 
imperialism, their impotence in leading even the slightest. 
struggle against 'imperialism and their complete failure to 
overcome particularism and parochialism, even in the in
tel'est of fostering chauvinism in the Palestinian war. 
Moreover, military defeat and responsibility for the crea-' 
tion of more than half '\.million Arab refugees (shared, of 
course, with British imperialism and the Zionist massacres 
as in Deir Yassin, Lydda, Galilee .and other places) have 
undermined to a large degree the prestige and political 
influence of the feudal and bourgeois Arab leadership .. 

But that does not automatically mean the revolutioniZ-
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ing of the Arab masses. As 10Qg as no revolutionary com
munist leadership is able to direct the disillusionment of the 
masses into progressive class channels, religious fanatics 
or military "heroes" will direct it into racial hate and 
communal riots, carrying with them mainly the urb~n 
petty bourgeoisie and the lumpen-proletariat of the big 
slums of Cairo, Alexandria, Aleppo, Beirut and Baghdad. 
One thing. however, is clear: the' scope for Stalinist "na
lional unity" and "popular front" maneuvers has nar
rowed considerably. 

The first and foremost ,task of the Middle Eastern work
ing class today is the demand for legalization of trade 
unions and labor organizations. The main aim, however, 
for which Trotskyist groups in the Middle East must strive 
is the unification of labor a,cross the imperialist boundaries. 
Our old slogan-A Congress of Trade Unions all over the 
Middle East-is not only still valid, but has acquired ad
ditional importance in the new situation. 

Today, after the experience of the Palestinian war, it 
will be more difficult for the Stalinist leaders of some M id
dIe Eastern trade unions to sabotage this unification. as 
they did in the past to avoid embarrassing their relations 
with the ruling classes. (When asked why he opposes such a 
M iddJe Eastern Workers' Congress in the framework of the 

WFTU, Mustafa al-Aris, the Stalinist representative in 
the WFTU, once answered that in that case he would .be 
compelled to invite the Jewish Histadrut too, which was 
what he wanted to avoid.) , 

A Congress of Middle" Eastern labor would be the best 
means to overcome parochialism and chauvinism, to co
ordinate the struggle in the different countries. Based on 
an internationalist policy, it could appeal to the working 
classes of the minority peoples including the Jewish work
ing class. It could become the ntlcleus of the United .So
cialist States of the Middle East. 

The struggle of the labor movement in the Middle East 
may have to face. severe suppression in the ,near future. 
Neither the local ruling classes, whose pas'ition has become 
extremely precarious, nor 'imperialism, for whom the Middle 
East has become economically and strategically essential, 
can afford a liberal; poljcy toward the workers and the 
labor movement. Only the con~erkJ a~tion and organiza
tion of the workers of Egypt, both parts of Palestine, 
Syria and the Lebanon and Iraq can succeed in overw 
coming this suppression. liberate the toiling maS';'b, the 
v/orkers 'and the poor fellahin, from the foreign and n.l(l\'e 
yoke and build a new society. 
May, 1949. 

Notes on the Israeli Economy 
, 

By A. Palestinian Trotskyist 

The first impression received from a study of the eco
nbmy of Israel is the lack of statistical data. Th'is is of
fiCially explained as a "security" measure although this 
can hardly be the real reason. The release of such data 
would do little ,more than highHght already well-known 
facts concerning the complete dependence of the new 
state on imperialism-to which it owes its existence-as 
well as the importance of the fund colJections (Magbioth), 
especially in the U.S. They fear the effects of publicity 
which would also shed light on the great chaos in the over
expande : government apparatus. 

One of the great misconceptions about Israel concerns 
the rise and expansion of industry. Although the most 
recent information dates from October 1948, it can be 
assumed that no important changes have occurred since 
then. The only branches of industry showing any growth 
due to war production were metals and electric power. 
The index figures for metal were 103.5 in January 1948 
and 106.2 in October (1947-100). For electric power the 
figures for the same period were 105. I and 100.6. Index 
fIgures were lower in all other- branches, the general aver
age in January being '87.3 and 80,5 in October. 

I t is true that this constitutes a great advance over 
the low point if 67.8 in July but if we take into account 
the large influx of immigrants then an entirely opposite 
picture emerges from this increase in population. Finally, 
there has been the military mobilization of large sections 
of \the working population. This factor explains the reason 
for the decline in the number of industrially employed, 
but on the other· hand the existence of extensive unem-

plbyment explains the fear of demobilization which pre
vails among the troops., ] ndustrial progress is virtually 
non -existent. 

Investment by foreign Jews is the great hope for indus
trial development and a special department has been treated 
by the Jewish Agency for this purpose. But of all those 
seeking information about investment possibilities and 
terms, only 32% have decided'to invest and only a small 
part of these have taken concrete steps in this direction 
(First Report of the Zio'nist Action Committee, May 14, 
194.9) . 

Situation in Agiculture 
Agricuhure showed progress as compared to industry. 

But agriculture suffers from' a shortage of manpower as 
few new immigrants are prepared to become farmers, or 
to become farm laborers on the kibbuttim (cooperative set
tlements). Yet the economic policy of the government is 
directed toward the largest possible agricultural devel
opment and, in contrast with more advanced countries, 
the percentage of agricultural labor being demobilized 
from the army is rriuch larger than that of industrial 
workers. 

I n spite of government plans, local' production and 
consumption of agricultural products declined in June 
1948. It was 90% of June 1947 and 6O~70o;o for milk, eggs 
and vegetables in the spring of 1949; local production 
for cereals is still smaller and continues to decline with the 
growth of immigration despite a rise in production. An 
important Cause 9f this is th~ liquidation of Arab agri-
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culture. Of total imports, agricultural products accounted 
for 31.10;0 from july to December 1947; 38?0/0 from july 
to December 1948 and 40% in January-February 1949. 

Colonization Plans 
One 'of the heads of the colonization department of the 

Jewish Agency, Mr. Eshkol, declared in a. spe~ch that t~e 
two problems facing the J .A. in the. r~ahz~tton of ,theIr 
plans in this field were finances ~nd WII.11l1g pIoneers. Seven 
million pounds were made avaIlable 111 1949 by the JA 
for new settlements and its immigration department. has 
worked out a plan for the colonization of th.ese. agncul
tural settlements. This consists first· of estabhsh1l1g tran
sitnt camps in rural areas with the objec~ ,of keeping ~he 
new immigrants on the land. And second, 111 the formation 
of so-called "labor groups" (Machals, etc.) for the pur
pose of establishing settlements in the border districts and 
ill the Negeb. 

The policy has yiclde,d meager results. The new .set
tlements consist mainly of those who had been orgal11zed 
as cadre groups and Palmach groups (army commando 
units) and were waiting for such openings for years .. M~st 
of the new immigrants leave the settlements after a bnef 
period and others refuse to enter. t.hem at all. The same 
Ldlkol, answering a group of cntlcs of the Mapam or
ganization (a centrist Zionist workers' part? ,~ith leanings 
.toward Stalinism), declared that conscnptIOn was the 
only way to build these new settlements just as it had 
been for the army. 

The relativc rise in agricultural production was made 
possible by the theft of the property of the expeUed 
Arab fellahin and by the assistance of fund colIec-, 

tions throughout the world. At this writing, 35 million 
dollars of the American loan are still available to Israel 
for usc in agriculturc but can only be invested on terms 
stipulated by the lender. Agricultural production has in
(leased and with thc help of mechanization will continue 
to develop. B'ut the fantastic rate of immigration leads 
to new efforts at autarchy, thus depressing the standard of 
living. 

The establishment of "austerity" conditions is one 
cA the most important aims of the newly created Economic 
Planning Board, whose members, Hoofien, Naftali and 
Shapiro, are directors of the Anglo-Palestine Bank and 
the \\'orkers Bank. Their pi·ogram can be summarized as 
a limitatioll on the import of essential goods to the dis
advantage of the poorer sections of the population. This 
is also the essence of the "Zena" plan of supply minister, 
Dr. Do\' Joseph. After ordering the complete cessation 
o~ import:f of eggs, which cannot be· replaced by domestic 
production, native producers ',vere advised to cut produc
tion because of their reliance on imported chicken feed 
\';hich had to be paid for in foreign currency. 

Heality is more and more exposing the utopianism and 
the blindness of the Mapam ideology of Chalutzvith 
(Pioneering). Dreaming of the expansion of the "socialist" 
islands (kibbutiim) these "socialists" base their hopes on 
the kibbutiim becoD1ing the decisive institutions for the 
integration of mass immigration and the "fighting" or
gans for the "socialist". construction of Israel. 

Conditions of the Immigrants 
I n this connection, it is interesting to observe the 

manner in which the immigrants have been received and 
slteltered. Almost 60,000 live under terrible conditions in 
transient camps which are financed by the J .A. Chaos 
prevails; very few work, there is no care for the seriously 
ill, the mentally ill and the orphans receive no attention. 
The J .A. proceeds planlessly while the finances at its dis
posal are dwindling. Everybody is asking: "Where will. 
all this lead?" and criticism of mass immigration be
comes more and more open. 

The "Joint" (joint Distribution Committee) is responsi
ble for the Jews up to the time of immigration to Isrjlel, 
while the J .A. assumes the responsibility for their trans
portation to and reception in the country. "Joint" offered 
to take part in the social welfare system and to take over 
the transient camps in order to relieve the financial and 
personnel strain on the J .A. But the Zionists rejected 
this proposal. They feared that this would increas~ the 
influence of the '''Joint'' in the United Jewish Appeal despite 
the beneficial effects the proposed arrangement would have 
had for thc immigrants as well as for the -j .A. They also 
feared that an increase in the influence of the "Joint" 
would intensify the competition between the two swollen 
bureaucracies-the goverriment and the J .A.-and they 
feared that the "Joint" would become too influential in 
Israeli politics. The American Zionist Organization has 
lcng been jealous of the "Joint" and wants to prevent an 
extension of its influence. 

But the Jewish Agency cannot handle the financing of 
this project alone. Funds collected for this purpose are 
inadequate. The Zionist Action Committee, which deter
mines the policies of J .A., made the following decision on 
l'v\ay 15: "The Zionist Action Committee deems the par
ticipation of the Israeli Government in the matter of re
ception of immigrants to be a necessity and requests its 
leadership to begin negotiations with the Israeli Govern
ment for that purpose." 

This proposal will ha~e the effect of placing an addi
tional burden on the people of Israel through the impo
sition of new taxes. Mass immigration is senseless, and 
bureaucratic inefficiency and conceit put the finishing 
touches all the con fusion. That is the way everything is 
done in 1 srael whose economy is now nearing a .catastrophe. 

Inlports and Exports 

The import and expOl:t of goods and the plans for the 
import of capital are a far cry from reality and one of the 
tragi-comic aspects of Israeli econonly. A'month ago the 
former head of the State Department of Trade, Hollander, 
outlined a program at a press conference for the promo
tion of exports and thet development of inGlIstry and for 
the restriction of i'nternal consumption of exportable goods. 
I-Ie also expressed the hope for a yearly capital invest
ment of some 200 million pounds by 'foreign Jews. 

Data on exports were recently isslled for the first time 
by David I-JorQwitz, acting, as deputy for Finance Minister 
Eliezer Kaplan. In the second half of 1918, two-thirds of 
all exports consisted of citrus fruit and diamonds. The citrus 
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export plan for 1948-49 was set at 1112 million crates less 
than the exports of 194.7-48 (not including Arab produce). 
But even this goal could not be attained. 

In 1938, there were 135 thousand dunam (a dunam is 
approximately one-fourth acre) under cultivation by Jews. 
This figure dropped to ] 10 thousand dunam in 1947 and 
an additional 10,000 dun am were abandoned or destroyed 
i:l 1948. This sector of the economy, which accounts for 
4 ~.3<yo of Israeli exports, is in a critical condition. (, I nfla
tion has so increased the price of citrus fruit that England, 
the main customer, as well as the rest of Europe, is not 
willing to pay the asking price. As a result, Israel is obliged 
to make concessions and although all the facts are not 
known, it is certain that this reduced price 'does not cover 
production and transportatio'n costs. 

Between July and December 1948. diamond exports 
accounted for 17.3<yo of total exports. This industry is in a 
state of complete collapse, with the market for cut and 
polished diamonds constantly shrinking. The remaining 
37.4% of exports consists of alcoholic beverages. dentures. 
woolen fabrics, processed furs, metal scrap. raw wool, re
ligious objects, etc. 

Foreign Investments 

The estimated 200 million pounds annually, set by 
Hollander for capital investment 'by foreign Jews (includ
ing money from collections), is nothing but wishful 
thinking." Up to February 1949, 61 foreign Jewish capital
ists made inquiries at the J .A. about investment possibilities. 
(Half of them were from South Africa and South America.) 
"They come, tbey look, they leave/' says Ben-Sosan, in 
lIaaretr., describing their reactions after hav.ing .made their 
on-the-spot investigations. They feel th~t prices are too 
high and the export market is entirely too unreliable. 
Besides. they want a guarantee to be able to re-export their 
capital, if need be. A willing South American investor 
declared: "If I sell all my merchandise, I could double the 
size of my big South American business, but if I invest 
the same money in Israel, I would only be able to open 
a small workshop." 

The Israeli government has made special provisions 
for investment in its fiscal system. But that didn't im
prove' matters! Since February, the enthusiasm of foreign 
investors has disappeared and with it one of the main pillars 
of Israeli economic policy. The 32 foreign Jews, who 
promised to invest in the six-month period, beginning with 
April, 1949, were not prepared to invest more than 1,617,000 
pounds, but even this has not yet transpired. 

A similar situation exists in the import field. Un
believable as it may seem, there is a tendency toward 
autarchy, which results in depressing the living standards 
of the masses. Although imports have declined in com
parison with imports by the Jewish sector of Palestine 
in 1937, they are now five times greater than exports. The 
excess of imports for 1949 was estimated at 400 million 
pounds. Food accounted for 40.1 <Yo of imports in J anuary
February 1949. These figures relate only to civilian needs. 
The army does its own procuring and does not publish 
any figures. 

Profiteering in Trade 
The facts speak for themselves. Despite a highly com

plex system of controls, no real control exists. Importers 
made tremendoLls profits during the war year 194.8. The 
difference in price between what the importer pays at the 
port "of entry and what is paid by the consumer runs to 
between 150 and 200 per cent. Toward the end of 1948, 
,cheese was imported from Turkey for 220 mils per kilo
gram, but the food controller set the price for consumers 
at 645 mils per kqogram. 

In the spring of 1949, the cost of pofatoes in the harbor 
was 13 pounds per ton; to the consumer it was 40 pounds 
per ton. 14 pounds of the difference between the consumer 
price and the import price went to importers, wholesalers 
and retailers; their "take" raised the price by 107<yo and 
the remainder was accounted for by duties and taxes, an 
additional burden which was carried by the masses. 

The new so-called "Zena" economy proposes to save 
foreign currency by a maximum reduction in the imports 
of foodstuffs and mass consumer goods. TJ:te food ration 
is being qualitatively and quantitatively reduced. The 
Minister of Supply is already beginning to use th~ calory 
idiom. 

I srael cannot Eve by itsown means. Overseas fund col
lections provide for the army and its equipl)1ent, for the 
immigrants and their subsistence. But as previously stated, 
the young state is burdened with a big bureaucracy. Since 
fund collections are inadequate, they are provided for by 
taxes and duties. The bourgeoisie knows how to take care 
,of itself, but the masses are impoverished. 

Shocken, a leading figure in the so·called "progressives" 
and one of the richest men .inlsrael, declared publicly: If 
we lose in the elections, there are still other means avail .. 
able, as we have already demonstrated by our struggle 
agaidst the proposed laws for a property tax and a forced 
loan. 

Nevertheless, the government has the impudence to 
declare that a ~'progressive" tax system prevails. If this 
is what Shocken means by his "progressiveness," then he 
is right. 

Direct and Indirect Taxes 

It wquld be interesting to make a 'list of the differences 
of consumer prices in Israel and the cost of these goods 
abroad, since these items IJ1ake up a very important Ipart 
ot" internal consumption. Unfortunately, this is impossible 
because of lack of statistical data. But enough is known to 
prove that in addition to the big profits of importers and 
middlemen, the government's tariff policy is a heavy 
drain on the masses. From July to September 1948, 46% 
of the total state budget was covered by revenues from 
duties. From January to March 1949, these' revenues, 
according to official figures,' accounted for only 25<yo of 
the total state income, but it was in reality.much higher. 
The government has now, introduced a new tax, which is 
actually a duty, but is listed under a different category. 
I t is an indirect tax for imported mass consumer goods: 
white flour, industrial sugar, butter, coffee, frozen meats, 
glucose, eggs and powdered milk. The sum total of revenues 
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derived from this tax has not been made public. But the 
masses paid the tariff. 

In an article in Haaretr, May I I, 1949, Ben-Sosan cites 
some figures, from which can be deduced the fact that 
the cost of potatoes imported by the government in the 
spring of 1949 went up 38% c.i.f. and for herring by 49%' 
These examples, he says, are typical. Another point illu
strating how the burden is placed on the masses is the fol
lowing: the official rate of exchange for the dollar is 250 
mils, but the importers, who pay in dollars, must purchase 
them from the state at the rate of 333 m~ls per dollar. The 
importers recover this difference in the selling price and 
the state enriches itself thereby by an amount which doesn't 
2ppear in the budget but is taken out of the pockets of 
the consumer. 

In July-September ]94.8, income, duty and indirect taxes 
accounted for 87% of the state budget and 75% in January
l\;larch 1949. The decline is accounted for by budget spec
ulation. Unfortunately, it is impossible to ascertain the 
distribution of income from income tax reports,' since it 
is even admitted. by the bourgeois paper, Jlaaret{, that the 
'industrialists, importers and merchants have many ~ays 
of evading taxation and the workers therefore pay the lion's 
share of income taxes out of their wages. 

An example of how the government takes advantage of 
every opportunity to tax the workers is illustrated in the 
following instance, which appears to be entirely unique: 
The dock workers in Haifa are .required to show identifica
tion papers which must be renewed every month, in order 
to gain access to the harbor. This system 'prevailed under 
English rule and was purely a police measure and not a 
source of income. Under the state of Israel, however, the 
charge for renewal of these passes was 160 mils and has re
cently been raised to 250 mils. 

In addition to this, there is the city tax system which 
was taken over from 'the mandate government. These 
taxes are very high and are constantly increased. They are 
not based on income but according to number of rooms 
per apartment, which means that the poorest of the poor 
are required to pay only slightly less than the rich. Another 
method of discriminating against the masses was reveflled 
in the press conference held ~y Min~ster Dr. Joseph on 
the subject of the new austerity law. According to him, 
savings resulting from the new austerity law limiting con
sumption will be siphoned off by forced savings and other 
means. 

High Cost of Bur$lucracy 

State expenditures are divided among the following 
items: health, pensions to disabled, veterans~ subsidies to 
hold down bread prices, social welfare, education, culture 
and sports, all of which account for 23~o of the total 
budget. This figure also includes administrative expenses 
for these departments. Up to now, Israel's war and the 
flood of immtgrationare not the reason for the small pro
portion' assigned to social expenditures since these big 
·items have been primarily covered by fund collections 
abroad. The lion's share is consumed by the enormous 
government bureaucracy and the swollen diplomatic corps. 

Now that a part of expenditures for immigration will have 
to be carried in the state budget, the relative and absolute 
appropriations for social expenditures will probably decline 
drastically. 

To round out the picture of the economic pressure under 
which the workers live, it should be pointed out that there 
are also taxes for Histadruth and Zionist institutions, 
which amount to about IO~o of wages. 

Standard of Living 
The problems which are dealt with ht"re do not give an 

all-sided picture of Israeli economy. Above all, what is 
lacking is a detailed account of wages and profits. We 
limit ourselves at this time to a few facts. With the excep
tion of a small privileged group, workers' wages are low. 
Even if nominal wages are high in relation to British and 
American wages, real wages are at a minimum because of 
high prices and taxes. Besides this, there are many unem
ployed and part-time workers.' Every work day lost, no 
matter how .high wages appear to be, is disastroj.ls in the 
budget of a working-class family because of the high level 
ot prices., The number of unemployed mounts daily; new 
immigrants and demobilized soldiers cannot find work. 

The cost of living index, which is computed by a gov
ernment institution, does .. not give a true picture of the rise 
in prices. But even this falsified index shows that only 
part of the rise in prices' has been offset by" wage increases. 

Rent constitutes a large item in the cost of living for 
the poor. The rent-fixing committees created by the Brit
ish, which had the power of law to fix rents, no longer 
exist for all practical purposes. The practice of extracting 
high bonuses for renting dwelling units is general. The 
inexperienced new immigrants are robbea by the authorities 
and the landlords. 

A Utopian Project 
The masses are very apprehensive about their economic 

future. Their skepticism is great but they try to console 
themselves with the illusion that Jewish resourcefulness will 
solve all problems. Btllt subjective ability or lack of ability 
is not a decisive factor. The present and future of the proud 
dwarf state of Israel, whiph, according to Ben-Gurion, will 
be the home for 10 million Jews, are being determined 
,by th,e objective political and economic situation in the 
Middle' East and in the whole world. 

The nation is completely dependent on the interests of 
the imperialist powers and on fund collections. The col
lapse of the economic structure is an acute threat. Liying 
standards of the masses will tend more and more to align 
themselves with conditions in other colonial countries. 
Unquestionably, there will be tips and downs 'in' economic 
development. But the reaiization of ,the grandiose plans 
for a highly developed: industrial and agricultural economy 
in I srael is both itnpossible and completely utopian. 

A Program for the Middle Ea8t 
The Middle East has been kept in a condition of eco

nomic and culfural backwardness and disunity boX im
perialist policy and by feudal-cap,italist interests., It can 
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only realize its tremendous potentialities by. political 
and economic unification, which is the only way out for 
brael. Even a superficial view of the situation makes this 
clear: There is crude oil in I raq which is transported by 
pipe line through Jordan to refin~ries in the Lebanon and 
Palestine. There are rich, but untapped oil resources in 
other sections. The Dead Sea, on the I srael-Jordan border, 
contains fabulous quantities of chemicals and other miri
erals, which can be extracted without great labor or costly 
equipment. The Haifa harbor in Palestine is extremely 
important for the Arab hinterland which has no outlet 
to the Mediterranean. Palcsti,ne is a vital geographic link 
between the northern and southern parts of the Middle 
East, its railroads and highways connecting three con
tinents. 

The advanced Arab culture known in the Middle Ages. 
grew out of the development of agriculture between the 
Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, a society which was de
stroyed by imperialism and not replaced. Central admin
istration and regulation of rivers wou.ld make possible a 
modern development of the Mesopotamian "paradise." This 
is essential for the whole Middle East. 

These are only a few examples and only life itself 
will reveal' how great is this potential. A revolutionary 
policy based 91l a breakup of the present structure of the 
Middle East,' on the removal of its political borders, its 
social system and on the elimination of imperialist slavery, 
is the prerequisite for the' economic and political welfare of 
the 1\1 iddlc East. 
May 1949. 

PRESS CLIPPINGS----------------------~-

A Yugoslav 
The following excerpts of a full 

front-page articl~ in the Yugoslav 
newspaper "Borba" (September 22) 
entitled "What Does the Budapest 
Trial Reyeal" by Moshe Py8de, mem
ber of the Politburo. of the ,Yugoslav 
CP" are reprinted from a news sum
mary of the text by the Info.rma:
tion Service of the Yugoslav Embassy. 

"It is mostly reminiscent of .the trials 
in the Soviet Union in 1936, the organiz
ers of which could have helped in stag
ing the Budapest trial with their abun
dant experience. Still the trials in Mos
cow, although they were of significance 
for all Communist parties, wel'e the in
ternal affair of the Soviet Union, the 
indictment charged and the trial was 
conducted again~t Soviet citizens ac
cused of various crimes, among which 
was also of having linked up with Ger
man and Japanese fascism. But Hitlel' 
was not charged nor mentioned.' A non
aggression pact was concluded with him 
a few years later, on· which occasion even 
toasts to his health were exchanged. 

H ••• This means that the indictment 
itself suffices to denote this trial def
initely, without hesitation, without any 
fear that an errol' can be commi·tted, as 
a new foray of the couriter-revolution 
directed from M()scow. Thisl penetration 
into Europe of the sinister methods of 
the Soviet intelligence service is a harsh 
example of:the application of the 'lead
ing role' of the Bolshevik Party and the 
Soviet Union .. : . 

"The trial 'reveals in a crude, almost 

on The Budapest Trial 
cruel way the decline of some Commun
ist Parties, of that in the Soviet Union 

. and those in other Cominform countries. 
It reveals the full subservience of all 
these parties to the Soviet intelligence 
service, which has compelled this and 
which dictates the political line to them. 
It l'eveals the self-glorifying, Marxist
ically unjustified, petty bourgeois vanity, 
the 'leading role' of the Bolshevik Party 
and the Soviet Union, in practical inter
national life -means not only a tendency 
toward absolute subserviece of all Com
munist Parties in the world to one party, 
and all Socialist Countries to one coun
try; not only the turning of countries, 
some of whose leaders surrendered their 
countries without reserve to the free dis
posal of the 'leading' power, into depen
dent, sAtellite countries which no longer 
have anything of their own either in in
ternalor in foreign policy, but also the 
turning of the party leaderships and gov
ernments of these countries into ordinary 
police prefectures of a foreign country. 

"It reveals the real degeneration, and 
that can no longer be camouflaged, of one 
part of the leadership of the Bolshevik 
Party. The Budapest trial is the fruit of 
this degeneration, the fruit of the ruth
less greater-state, greater-Russian chau
vinism, which doe~ not hesitate before 
all means to penetrate into 'the life of 

the European peo.ples and to impose the 

Gr'eat Russian nation as being the world 

nation-leader. It is the fruit of a vain

glorious madness which is assailing the 

most important fruits of the October 

Revolution, which is wrecking the unity 
of the revolutionary world workers' 
movement and the entire world demo
cratic front, and thus rendering the 
greatest service to world reaction. What 
the indictment reveals is the veritable, 
ugly features of revised internationalism. 

" ... And when today we recall those 
charges of, March 1948 (the first Com
inform attack against Yugoslavia-ed) 
we do so because it has been proved since 
.then that this false and t:njustified 
charge, at 'that time, was actually self
accusation of the plantiffs, self-confes
sion, self-betrayal, a concealment of 
their own reality, which they knew bet
ter than we did, because during this time 
it has been proved ill practise that cer
tain people in the leadership of the Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union have 
.actually degenerated, that their guiding 
light is.no longer international Sociali'sm, 
but pr€cisely as· they themselves first 
said, 'greater state chauvinism..' And upon 
this this platform there can only be 
counter-revolution, and not the victory 
of SociAlism in the world. 

"It has been proved that the counter
revolutionary attitude of these Bolshevik 
leaders towards Yugoslavia cannot be 
an exceptional or partial deviation from 
the general line, that it cannot progress 
parallel with a general, correct revo
lutionary attitude; but that it is a com-
1P0nent part of a new policy, a new 
ideological line, which is a deviation from 
the basis of Marxism-Leninism itself, 
a work 'of revision which has encom
passed all fields of theory and practise.'-
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